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*MAY — JUNE 2. 1960

Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community
Newspaper

j

t

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

In Our 90th Year

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, June 3, 1969

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

t
tingly, Patty Cantrell,
hen picture was /node
and Bob Washer. This
to graduate from Mue

ty; Mrs. Ruth Downey,PurTenn.; Mrs.Bertha P.Row7201;2 Sycamore, Murray; ie.
Cecille Marr,* New Con-

* *
lat enigmatic series, "The
ter," in which Patrick
iohan starred for CBS last
ler. will be re-run on that
irk Thursdays at 8 p.m.
ning NW), 29.

Seen Smith at the Marshall
Courier, comes up with a story
by Court of Appeals Judge Earl
Osborne that is pretty good. jisie
reprint the column here for
your enjoyment. And thanks to
Scott for use of this column.

Funeral Is
Wednesday
For Sanders

JUDGE Osborne, who seems
Ap have more interesting let'Tern than -anyone I know of has
come up with a beaut.
THIS one has to do with a
man who got MAD, MAD, because his prize bull was hit
by a Tennessee and Alabama
train and was havirg somewhat of a difficult time in getthat the claim settled.

Vandals Destroy
Fire Equipment
At Barkley Field

President Nixon Strikes Back
At CampusRadicals And Riots

Mr. Gardner
Dies Today

Mrs. Artie Mathes
Funeral Scheduled
At Union Grove

Phil Lavender
Will Graduate

Senior Citizens To
Have Picnic Friday

ater System To Be
uilt In Marshall Co.

Two Injured
In Accident

raduation Held At
ynn Grove School

Junior Golfers To
Meet On Thursday

Tommy Thompson
Winner Of Gun

Second Annual George Hart _
Tournament Is Wednesday

WEATHER REPORT

• •

Four Men Are
Inducted
Into Service

Local Woman
Is Injured

Miss Debbie Jones
Of Murray Iriligh
Wins Scholarship

Firemen Are Called
To Franklin Hall

a—

Ronnie Ragsdale Graduates
Highest Standing In Class

PADUCAH, Ky.(UPI) — Firefighting and emergency equipResponsible individualism was with bachelor's degrees and 79
ment intended to be put into
operation at Barkley Field with- described by Gov. Louie B. with master's degrees, while
in a month has been made in- Nunn to the graduating class the January class included 344
Funeral services for Alvis operative by vandalism, it was of Murray State University with bachelor's degrees and 31
Monday evening as a "vanishing with master's.
Graves Sanders will be held disclosed today.
virtue in a wave of mob vioWednesda
Twenty-four graduates were
y
one
at
p.m.
at
the
Frank
Still,
head
the
of
PaGOVERNOR GRADUATES — Or. Harry M.
Sparks (left), Murray State University prechapel of the Max H. Churchill ducah-McCracken County Civil lence and mob rule:"
commissioned U.S. Army officsident, presents an honorary doctor of laws degree to
Speaking at commencement ers from the Murray State ROTC
Kentucky Gov. Louie B. Nunn durFuneral Home with Rev. John Defense unit, said in one inciThis is an exact copy of
lug graduation ceremonies at MSU June 2. Gov. Nunn
gave the principal address at.the
Shepherd officiating.
$11 letter;
dent a 1,200-gallon tank truck exercises in the university field- program.
commencement exercises. This Is the third honorary
deem, conferred at Murray State—
Nunn was presented an honInterment will be in the Point was damaged badly. It was to house, Nunn challenged tbe graHie other two were given to Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president
emeritus, and to Jesse Stuart,
Pleasant Cemetery with the ir- be modified and converted in- duates to demonstrate individu- orary doctor of laws degree
our. A.H. Dauchy, V. Prat. of
author and Kentucky peel laureate, during the inaugurati
alism,
spiritual living and a during the program, the third
on of Or. Sparks last October.
rangements by the Max H. to a pumper of both water and
yure ralerode:
Churchill Funeral Home where foam that smothers aviation willingness to share themselves. to be presented by the univer(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
"In a time of crisis and con- sity. Dr. Ralph H.
friends may call.
fuel flames.
Woods, pre'
,Dere Sir: This is the third
frontation, too many young peo- sident emeritus, and
Sanders, age 23,. died Monday
Despite the fact that Barkley
Kentucky
letter I have writ yoq in reple
have
been
joiners or at author and poet Jesse Stuart
at 4:40 a.m. at the Murray-Cal- Field is one of the state's larggardst to my clams for enjury
least
silent partners of the no were awarded honorary
loway County Hospital after suf- er airports, it has not had any
of my spoted bull, apetofiny _
defering injuries in traffic accid- adequate firefighting or- emer- sy crowds instead of demon- grees 'during inauguration Cerefambly, which we named Daniel
U. S. ARMY, VIETNAM (Alients shortly after midnight on gency equipment since its de- strating the virtue of respon- monies for Dr. Sparks last Octo(Continued on Pape Two)
TNC) — Army Private First
Sunday near the intersection of oreloprnent after World War II, sible individual citizenship," he ber.
added.
Class James A. Lyons, 24, son
12th and Main Streets in Mur- Still said.
Elected in 1967 as the first
The' largest commencement
of Mrs. Willmuth E. Lyons,
ray. He was employed at Park(Continued on Page Eight)
He said that because of the
student
yet
disorders. He er Ford Inc.
on
audience in history gathered to
By MERRIMAN SMITH
Route 1, Bumpus Mills, Tenn.,
vandalism the field will have
spoke at General Beadle State
UPI White House Reporter
was assigned April 26 to the
Survivors are his parents. Mr. to depend on the nearest fire hear the Governor deliver the
MADISON, S. D. (UPI) •
9th Infantry Division in VietCollege at the dedication of the and Mrs. Charlie Sanders of departments, West McCracken address for the 44th annual
President Nixon struck back to Karl E. Mundt Library.
nam as a rifleman.
Bell City, Farmington Route at nearby Grahamville and Pa- spring graduation exercise. GraHis father, Hillman L. Lyons, day at campus radicals w h
Nixon said "a great many One; grandmother, Mrs. Myrtle ducah, about 10 miles from the duates from both the fall and
"bully" college authorities i
spring semesters were presentlives at 15th Street, Murray.
Calhoon of Murray Route Six; field.
(Continued on Page Eight)
ed degrees by Murray State
His wife, Constance, lives at to yielding to demands and deone sister, Mrs. Lloyd (Wanda)
President Harry M. Spates.
Dodson Avenue, Murray. clared this "ser-righteous moral
Reynolds of Paris, Tenn., Route
arrogance has no place in a free
A total of 1,101 graduates inThree; four brothers, Max Sandcommunity."
cluded 101 honor students
ers- of Lynn Grove Route One,
10 summa cum laude, 20 magNixon, speaking on the camJerry Sanders of Paris, Tenn.,
na cum laude and 71 cum laude.
pus of a small South Dakota
Four traffic accidents were
Jackie Sanders of Murray Route
college, spoke at length about
Ronnie Vern Ragsdale of Murted by the Murray PoThree, and Larry Sanders of
Four Calloway County young
disorders wracking America's
ray graduated with the highest
Department on Saturday
'Farmingt
on
Route
One;
ten
Miss Debbie Jones, daughter
men
were inducted into the
institution
standing,
s
high
of
learning.
a 3.96 average of a
Sunday that have not been
nieces and nephews.
U.S. Army in the May draft call
Mrs. Steve (Nancy) Epperson possible 4.00. .Mary Beth
The 20-minute address was of Mr. and Mrs. Alvis E. Jones,
ously reported in the LedaWerSha-Wa Circle, Murray, will be
from the county, according to
of the Midway Trailer Court, ner of Paducah followed
the President's fullest statement
close Mrs. Gussie Adams, executive
& Times. No injuries were
presented with a $300 scholarHazel Road, Murray, is a patient behind with a 3.95 average.
rted.
ship by the Future Homernak
Vernon B. Gardner, former
at the Wilburn Hospital i is
Spring graduates totaled 647 secretary of Local Board No. 10
Sunday at 8:34 p.m. Gene Al- barber in Murray, died
era of America at the State
of the Selective Service:
this
Rvansville, Ind., after suffering
n MIII, 916 North 18th Street, morning about eight o'clock at
FHA convention to be held
The men inducted Were Wilinjuries in an automobile ac
ving a 1968 Rambler two the Kings Daughters Hospital
June 10-12 at Western State
liam D. Schroeder, Kenneth R.
cident on Sunday.
r hardtop, was going east on in Frankfort.
University, Bowling Green.
Greer, Reggie Key, and Richey
The funeral for Mrs. Artie . Reports are that Mrs. Epperstnut Street, stopped in the
The Murray Fire Department ' The Murray girl is the fourth Rowlett Mathes will be
The deceased resided at the
L. Young, who were sworn inson, beautician at the Fashion
held
of traffic, and was tit in Beale Hotel after the death of was called out at three o'clock person from the Murray
to the Army at Nashville. Tenn.,
High Wednesday at three p.m. at the Beauty Salon, 104 South 10th
rear by a Ford Mustang dri- his wife until about three years: this morning to the Franklin School chapter to receive
an Union Grove Church of Christ Street, sustained a broken leg
Phil Clyde Lavender, son o and sent to Fort Campbell far
by Harry John Bayer of ago when he went to live with Ball dormitory at Murray State FHA scholarship, according
to with Bro. Henry Hargis and and other injuries. Her husband Mr. and Mrs. Art Lavender, of their basic training.
lington, according to the po- has son, S. Jack Gardner a, University.
Mrs. G. T. Lilly, advisor. Each Bro. John L. Hicks officiating. was also injured, but he
The June draft call will be
was not 311 West Twelfth, Tifton, Ga.,
report. ; Fire department records said time an application has been
Clarksville, Ind.
three for induction and eighNephews will serve as pall- hospitalized.
is
candidate
a
for
B.A.
the
deDamage to the Hill car was
wwasasa trashtofire
boo
Gardner, age 88, suffered a Lthait.
and the made, the person has won the bearers. The actives will be Virexu
Mr. Epperson is a senior at gree in the June commence- teen for physical examinations
the rear end and to the Bay- , broken .in on Thursday morn- booster
used
scholarship. Others were Trudy gil Lyon, Joe Mac Hosford, Murray State University.
The ment at David Lipscomb Col- including transfers, according
car on the front end.
ing at a rest home in Frank- the flames.
Lilly in 1965, Mary Keys Rue Wayne Mathes, Leonard Mathes, accident occurred near Harris- lege, Nashville,
t) Mrs. Adams.
Tenn.
A two car collision occurred fort and was taken to the hosSunday at 9:55 p. m. the sell Shaw in 1966, and Jan Clayton Sills, and Norman Ma. burg, Ill., Sunday night.
Lipscomb will hold commenMagnolia Drive Saturday at pital where he expired this firemen were called to
the Cooper in 1968.
thes. Honorary pallbearers will
cement exercises on the lawn
:30 p.m.
morning.
same dormitory for a trash Tire,
Miss Jones is serving as first be Gene Mathes. Darrel Mathes,
in front of Alumni Auditorium
Cars involved were a 1969
Survivors are his son, S. Jack but it was out on arrival of the vice-president of the Kentucky Carter Mathes,
Max Mathes, and
at 7 p.m., June 7. Judge Harry
vrolet Impala driven by Gardner; three granddaughters, firement.
Lake District FHA and was pre- J. C. Lyon.
Phillips of the United States
artha Lou Guier, and a 1987 Mrs. Carl Everett ,Shrost of
Another fire call Sunday at sident of the Murray High chapTommy Thompson of Benton
Burial will be in the Murray
Court of Appeals for the Sixth
hevrolet owned by William Frankfort, Mrs. Oliver C. Mc- 2:05 p. m. was to
North 111th ter. She was named to the Nat- Memorial Gardens with the arThe Senior Citizens Club will Circuit at Cincinnati will be was the winner of the sixteen
. Page and driven by Patricia Lenore, Jr., of Albany, Ga., and Street, but this was
a false ional Honor Society and was a rangements by the Max H. Chur- meet at the Community Center the speaker. Degrees will be gauge automatic shotgun given
ckman Page, all of Magnolia Mies Linda Gardner of Clarks- alarm.
member of the NFL, Tri-Hi-Y, chill Funeral Home where fri- on Friday, June 6, at ten am. conferred on a class of nearly away by the Twin Lakes Coonnve.
ville, Lnd.; two grandsons, Sam
Two trucks answered each of Quill and Scroll, Glee Club, ends may call.
to go to the Land Between the 300 graduates by President hunters Club on Saturday, May
Police said both cars were Gardner, Jr., of Indianapolis. the .l1s.
and Mixed Chorus.
Mrs. Mathes, age 59, died Lakes for a picnic.
Athens Clay Pullias of Lips- 31.
Ind.,
and Richard Gardner of
ing out of their driveways
She, along with Debbie Steele, Monday at the Murray-Calloway
A spokesman for the club
Bryan Tolley said each one is comb.
the collision occurred. Clarksville, Ind.; seven great
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde County Jlospital. She is surviv- to bring a picnic lunch,
said they appreciated all the
Lavender
is
a
graduate
but
of
to the Guier car was grandchildren.
Steele, and Kathy Lockhart, ed by her husband, K. H. Ma- drinks will be furnished.
people cooperating in their club
GOSPEL SINGING
AU Calloway County High School,
Funeral services will be held
the left front and to the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Euel thes, daughter, Mrs. Thomas persons having cars are
project. The gun was given aasked
Thursday at ten a. m. at the
and b's majored in Bible at way at the supper 'held SaturThere will be a gospel sing- F. Lockhart, will also receive (Wilma) Lyles, and son, Milford to drive them so there will
Continued en Page Eight)
be
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
day night.
ing Saturday night at 8:00 at , their state homemaker degrees Mathes. all of Murray Route plenty of transportation f o Lipscomb.
r
Funeral Home. Burial wW be
the Oak Grove Baptist Church l at the state meeting.
One,
one
sister,
Mrs.
those
Loyd
Sills
who
would
like
to
go.
in the Murray Cemetery with
Others who will attend with of Hardin; five grandchildren.
in Puryear. Singers will be the
the arrangements by the J. If.
Gospel Airs and the Key Quar- Mrs. Lilly are Susan Hale, FHA
Churchill Funeral Home where
president and district song leadSEVEN CITED
friends may call after noon on tet. The pastor and Church cor
er, and Jennie Barker, candidate
dially invite everyone.
Wednesday.
or a state office.
Seven persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
BENTON, KY (UPI) — Finon Monday and last night. They
ing was completed Monday
were one for public drunkena water system for the Jonness, two for drunk and dis
han Creek area of Marshall
The starting times for the sec ret Hutchinson, sandy WS*
orderly, and four for petty lar.
unty to serve 750 customers,
and annual George Hart Memor- traub, Elizabeth Gowler.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Keel of Ha- ceny"
luding two state parks and
ial golf tournament at the Calzel -Route One were injured in
9:24 — Nell Roach, Sallie Cary resort cottages on Kenloway County Country Club penter, Ruth Spurlock, Betty
a one car accident Monday afky Lake.
have
been
announced
ternoon. They were admitted
. The tour- Lou Thomas.
A check ,vu presented to the
nament will be held Wednesto the Murray-Calloway County
9:31 — Marge Coakley, Carol
*than Creek Water Assnciaday, June 4.
Hospital at 8:30 p. m Monday
Hibbard, Alberta Green, Mary
n to bring the total amount
Starting times are as follows: Ann Taylor.
and are both listed in serious
ated to $1,166,000 A filtraU'Mod Pre*. latonmatiosia
condition this morning.
8:00 — Sue Brown, Betty J
9:38 — Margaret Shuffett,
on plant will be built on KenHinton, Betty Thompson, Grace Betty Wallace, Dorothy Graves,
Reports are that Mr. and Mrs.
ky Lake with modern distriJames.
Keel were returning from the
Audrey Fernengel.
facilities.
tobacco field and started to turn by United Press International
9:45 — Jerlene Sullivan, Milinto the driveway of their home
Partly cloudy east to mostly
8:07 — Norma Frank, Maxa lie Bollone, Dixie Coleman,
loested on the State Line Road sunny west today, high 64 east Read. Mary Alice Smith.
Murrelle Walker.
near Storys Chapel United Me- to 74 west. Fair and cool to8:14 — Mabel Rogers, Sadie
9:52 — Bobbie Davis, Frances
thodist Church west of Hazel. night, low 45 northeast to 51 N. West. Essie Caldwell.
Miller, Rebecca Canter, Virginia
-Mr. Keel ran off the road and west. Mostly sunny and • little
8:21 — Saundra Edwards, Howard.
hit a tree in the driveway, ac- warmer Wednesday.
Jane Ann Nall, Mary Jane Har9:59 — Peggy Creason, Ethel
cording to reports. Mr. Keel suf
ris.
graduation exorcises for
Humphries Inus Orr, Grace Nell
fered
broken
rite
and
Eleanor
828
bruises.
Griffin,
—
Waneighth gradecla
was m lat Lynn
Smith.
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 350.0,
while Mrs. (Ethel) Keel had
da Mullinex, Virgie Wilson, Bet(ave Sol
held with
11:15 — Alice Komoroswki,
stationary
;
below
dam
301.4,
bruises
up
and
cuts
as her face
ty Vowell.
ve lossobers presented dlAnn Sarten, Ruth Wilson, Too
0.2,
no
gates
open.
hit
the
windshield, according to
835 — Betty Lowry, Mary pie Thomas.
lemas
the school board
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 359.1, Anderson,
members of the family.
Catherine Brooks,
iesther, Ferrell Miller.
11:22 — Virginia Jones, Rostationary, below dam 302.8,
Tootie Winter.
Vicki Humphrey gave the
vent Feezol, Evelyn Kesterson.
up 0.2.
842
Virginia
Harp, Betty
—
address and Janey
11:29 — Helen Grover, Ann
Sunrise 5:38; sunset 8:12.
Cook, Veneta Sexton, Dot Sim- Shyjka, Mollie Jones, Claudia
al-ion gave the salutatory
Moon rises 12:07 a.m.
mons.
ress. The invocation and bene
Berry.
8:49 — Evelyn Jones, Nell
icon were by Rey. lux Bal11:36 — Anna Mary Adams,
Newton, Jeannie Brien.
Mary Holland, Nancy Fandrich,
V.
Weather
The
Junior
informati
on
Golfers
8:56
Madelyn
the
furnishof
CalLamb,
—
Vir- Mary Colburn.
Sarah Calhoun gave the class
A LOOK BACKWARD — M. 0. 3/rather (seated center),
ginia Rogers, Christine Umbach,
executive vice president of loway County Country Club will ed by John Ed Scott.
, Carol Bailey, the class
11:43 — Edna Knight, MarMurray State University, looks through an old yearbook with
High
meet
for
May
Thursday at nine a.m at
Laura Parker.
89
three staff members who were
repine:1y, and Connie Under
garet Tidwell, Doris Rose, Jer
presented plaques at the Murray State Alumni Association banquet
Low
for May
40
9:03 — Sue Morris, Betty Jo ry Kohlmeyer.
Ill the class histary.
Saturday evening, May 31, the club.
for 25 years of service to the university. Tient are (left to right): Miss
May Rainfall
.
2.03
Purdom, "Dutch" Bryant, Zane
The history award was preAnri Herron, assistant
11:50 — Urbena Koenen, Ju.
_A golf slinic for the gelff.rs Norm for May
librarian; Mrs.. Sarah Paruera, wecnatary to the
pretiderrt for at-admit affairs; and 0. R
4.18 . Tay
mted
Vicki Humphrey by
Wallace, Nadi,,. Weis, Betwill be: he
Jeffrey, assistant director of duplicating lord res. Wrather, who served
Id
that
on
First
day.
five
Bemonths
9:10 — Barbara Mitchell, Ann ty Lamb.
e principal, Freed Curd. Jethe association more
ginner
secretary
than
years
20
golfers
before
must
as
giving
be
the
rainfall
up
twelve
post
last year, was the featured speaker at the
21 02
Hoffman. Virginia Everette, Doey
and Clifton Key re11:57 — Marie Weaver, Eulyears old or entering the sevbanquet.
Norm for first five
rothy Holland.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
utied
4-H Club
dene Robinson Sue Ann Ringo,
enth grade this fall.
months
22.88
9:17 — Jane Bradley, Marga- and Bart Schneeer.
S
•

No Injuries
Reported In
our Wrecks

'
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GOVERNOR NUNN CHALLENGES
GRADS TO SHARE THEMSELVES

James A. Lyons Is
Vietnam.

A

10. Per Copy

•

•
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TEE Lawns* si

TIME.

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

TLTEBDAY — JUNK 3. 11

SEEN & HEARD . ..

THE LEDGER & TIMES
!MUMS bs LODGES A TrMirs PUBLISS0240 OOMPANY.
cd the Mummy Ledger. 71sa Calkma7 TERM NM
The Ifisme-Derald. October SS ISIS. sad t
West MOM*MR.
Jearsery 1. 041
MS N. 4th Weal. Murray. ILerensekg 4111811

(Centinued Preen Page 1)
Webster, but which we called
Buster, for short. I already
told you twtsct that yure trans
hit my bull a-tween Holler Rock
JAMBS C. WILLIAMS PUBLIEZEIR
Junction and the second mildpost cornea this way. No reply
We reserve Use right to reject any Adwortaaina Leiters to theler.
from you, except you sett awe
ar Public Woke Items which, In our opinion, art not far the WA
a blank to fill out
Interest or our reader&
DAM
THE BLANK! A Filerdelpithl
NATIONAL REPSIMSNTATIArEB: WALLA= MTN= 00.. MO
lawyer could not fur hit Out. AA
Madison Ave. Kamplit& Taus.; Timo Si Life Bldg.. lifew York. MY,
I said, before, frum where the
Stephenson Bldg, Detroit, Mich.
trans hit the bull it carried him
a right smart peace beyond
Matured at the Poet Wick Murray, Kentadsf, for asomaleien se
that pint. I tole you PLANE
flecand Clem Matter
that the ingne tore Went peace
BUBISCIPTION *ATMS: By Carrier In Murray. pee week $50,pre
of his hide overseen eight
Month UAL In Callows,y and adjoining oountlea, per year.
Inches frum his under lip,
sorter sagonal over his sholder
Tones 1 Si 2, $13.01; I3sewhere Utak All service subsoriptioes 811.1111.
and back, and then down his Ise
•ora• Outstandlog Gaeta Amid of a Charanity Is Ike
side clear under to his nable,
NEW MSG JUDICIAL BOARD CHAIRMAN: Stephen I.
Wiemay
iis Nesupwarao
on below part of his body. The
Dengiess. Murray, is sworn in as the new chairman of tite
trans wheel also stripped off
1969-711 Judicial Omni at Murray State University by M. 0.
both his hind hunts smack and
%Brother, executive eke-president Douglass was appointed to
smooth, maken bls feet very
TUESDAY — JUNE 3, 1969
the pest W Murray President Harry U. Sparks upon recomtender and sore so he cannot
mendation of the Student Government. A member of the Pi
walk good without me and m
Satins Alpha fraternity, Douglass served on the board during
boy Joe holden him up with a
GUIDELINE NEEDED
the led school year.
pole when he travils to the pond
for water which only about two
It is difficult to tell a policeman in pursuit of a
rods off from where he is. Bespeeding driver as to the point at wnich he should break
tions of World War II in which for 'this axident he was a very
off contact.
337,000 troops were moved safe- threatenen beast and mighty
Possibly the offense which has been committeed
QUEEN CONGRATULATED — Kay Pink by, center, the 1969 Kentucky
cantankerous. since then he has
ly to Britain
Mountain Laud,
.
ahouki be taken into consideration and also whether the by United Preis internMieitel
a sad look and bawls most of Queen, is congratulated by Murray State University President and
1983,
In
Pope
John
Mrs. Marry ht Sparks
XXIII
Today is Tuesday, June 3, the
driver has been identified suad the license number rethe
time,
Monday
principal
night,
ly
at
May
night,
16, at an Inetallaties ceremony for the 1969-70 Student Government
154th day of 1989 with 211 to died at the age of 81 after a dusturbing us considerable. He officers at the universit
long illness.
y. Miss Pheithey, a sophomore from Murray, Is the newly-elected
follow.
dont
eat
scacely
secretary
anything ex. At Heist is Jose Sees, chairman of the Round Table.
Certainly the safety of other innocent people is a
In 1985, the United States cept
The
moon
some
approachi
is
ng
dry
its astronauts Ed
meal, because
prime consideration.
White and Jim his jaws is mighty
last quarter.
sore. Tow of
McDivitt
A young speecter was being cha.sed here on Sunday
orbited
in
the
Gemini.
my
nabors,
who I do
The morning stars are Mer4. White became the first to, say they will swarnot speak
morning and in his efforts to elude the police crashed cury, Venus and
or, and Mr. Crutcher, a long Baptist President
that this
Saturn.
Into two other automobues, causing injury W eight people The evening stars are Mars American to "walk" in space.
bull was struck by lightnen, but
time store keeper at the big old Against ABM
A
thought
for the day — they are a DAM LIE. He was
Including himself. The possibility of inflicting injury on and Jupiter.
store in Buchanan.
!NEW
YORK (UPI)
William Gowper said, "Pools hit by yure pay-off speshial
several others was highly possible, and this actually near- On this day in history:
The Rev. Dr. Culbert di
must
now
trans
which
and
then
come
Election
be
through
right
day
by
my
was
a
busy
day
In 1937, the Duke of Windsor,
ly occurred
feld a gallahooten at mid-night
,chance."
at New Concord with geniality Rutenber, president of
It might well be in order to set
some procedure formerly King Edward VIII was
of
mch
of
the
20
with
its
whissle
and
good will prevalent. Only the American Baptist Convention, 1,
that policemen might follow so that they will be in posi- married to Mrs. Wallis Simpa screamen like hell. Now often
new
re-districting caused some one of 27 prominent religiou,
son,
Baltimore
,
Md,
anthill was hiften by this trawl
tion to do their job and at the same time reduce this
By Estelle Spiceland
leaders who have organized a
confusion
in families.
In 1940, the evacuation of
Charles Martel defeated the
why was it screamen like hell?
possibility of muniple crashes.
May 28, 1969
committee to urge defeat of
Dunkerque was completed, one Saracens at the battle of Tours YOU CANT ANSER. Natter
can
In the case of a bank robber, escaping murderer, or f the most
Two young people came a good the anti-ballistic missile (ABM
remarkable opera- in 1732.
they. Nor NOBODY,
distance to vote. They were Ran- istem pending before the l
a policeman in the process of trying to apprehend a perThat
lovely
springtim
e
weath"Now lLssen right tiNN. Ws
er .seems to be- giving away to day Patterson from North Caro- Senate.
son who has committed some heinous crime, high
and Henry •-Ifeffertialt
The committee - Nation.d
speeds might be justified on hignly travelled highways
apraxed this bull of value at good olcritunmertinie which does lina and Carolyn Bucy from East
A
Religious Committee • Opposin:
$eighteen dollars and six bits, not seem so good to hay hands, Prairie, Mo.
and city :streets. We doubt that high speeds for other lesand he is as we say beyond especially if those hands are just
ABM -- is composed of Catho*,
WLA TV
OSIX-TV
ser crimes are justifiecrhowever, especially if the peeChange' 4
doubtless a totle loss. Henry out of school rooms.
Miami S
• As always in an election, there Protestant and Jewish leaders.
flannel s
being pursued is known or his license number nos
says he aint never saw sich
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NEW YCRK - Gov, Nelson Rockefeller upon returning from an
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abbreviated trouble-strewn tour of Latin America:
TECHNICOL
PANAV1S4ON
In
"We must recognise. that student protests are a pattern of life
worldwide."
on]
. _
DES MOINES s KUNO Jernigan, president of the National
riewmowassommoses11•••••0119111 Bu
no
Federation of lie BIM, urging equal rights and equal taxatice
To
•
tor blind:
•
"If a blind man earns enough to pay income tax, he ought
•
to
•
pay them."
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COLORADO SPRINGS, Cala - NAACP Executive Ilbredoe
Wilkins asking Teamsters to help Negress in Ss labor
fie*
-"Don't advance him because he's Watt or yits will fall
olith me, but don't hold him tack because of his color."

•
1

WASHINGTON - Sen. John McClellan, elaborating on a
Senate
investigation of campus unrest:
"We think the Congress and the people are entitled
to know
what students being financed by taxpayers' money are
involved
in unlawful activities and dLsruptions...."

NEW MU STUDENT PRESIDENT: Max Russell,• senior, takes the oath of office as president of the Student Government at Murray State Uriversity for the 1969-70 school
year. Russell, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Russell, Murray, was elected to the office recently by popular vote of the
student body. He also automatically be comes a member of
the University's Board of Regents. Administering the oath
during an installation of officers Monday night, May 26, is
M. 0. Wrather, executive vice-president at the University.

20 Years Ago Today

'ø•ace

40

THANK YOU
Mrs. E. C. 'Parker, Mrs. George Overbety, Mrs. Garnett Jones
Mrs. J. A, Outland, Mrs. C. L. Sharborough, and Mrs.
Noel
Melugin will attend the state convention of the Kentucky Fads:Mice
of Women's Clubs being held at Paducah.

I wish to take this method of thank-
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_

Particle Board

ing the citizens of Murray for express-

•
▪ 6. 14705i-Outdoor Carpet with rubber
• back, many colors to choose from,
only
•
•
•

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Littleton announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Ann, to William Bowies
Caldwell, son of Mrs. James Alfred Caldwell and the late Mr.
Caldwell of Paris, Tenn.
Themes Hughes, Jr., student in a technittill'i
City, Mo., is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
T. F. Hweiss.

ing their confidence in me by electing
MW DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR: Robert Baer,
Murray State University's Alumni Association's Distingui the
shed
Professor of the Year, steps for a campus visit with Rower
James, a student from Gentertevin, Ky. Saar, an associate
professor of music at the University, aim was mewd no.
witty by the MW Sainta Regents to become the Univer.
sity's first campus ombudsman to receive and Investigate
student grievances.

me to serve on your City Council.

•
•

A. B. CRASS

•
•
•
•
•

* You Must Be Satisfied!!! *

•
KEN-TEN BUILDING SUPPLY_ .
•

•207 Maple St.

•

•
I
•

$5,60

$3.88 per sq. yd.
Vacation Bible schools are planned at Salem Baptist Church and
at the First Baptist Church.

•
•
•
•
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High School
Sports End
This Week
lest Chance For Making U.S.
Olympic Team Is In Canoeing

07 Kentucky Mountain La
end Mrs., Harry M. Sparks
1%9-70 Student Governmont
Murray, is Ow newly-elected

laptist President
igainat ABM
YORK (UPI)
NEW
'he Rev. Dr. Culbert di
tutenber, president of tTi.
1merican Baptist Convention, i•
me of 27 prominent religious
eaders who have organized cl
vmmittee to urge defeat ii
he anti-ballistic missile (ABM)
trtein pending before the
senate.
The committee - National
Religious Committee Opposing
•‘13N1 -- is composed of Cathoili
Protestant and Jewish leaders.
* * •

Clingman's Dome is the high.
atpoint in the Great Smokes
nountains.

Kathy Rowlett
Places Second
In Net Tourney

LEXINGTON, Ky. UPI - High
school athletic action for the
1968-1969 year draws to a close
this week with the 29th annual
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Kathy state Baseball Tournament at the
Rowlett of Murray High, was the Shively Sports Center here Wedrunner-up in the girls singles nesday through Friday.
FRANKFORT — Question: In Ltukmpion Roland Muhlen
of Cin- division of the Kentucky High
Along with the fans for each
what sport is there the
School State Tennis Tournament. of the eight regional winners
best cinnati.
chance of making the U. S. OlymMiss Rowlett lost to Ellen Mc- will be scouts from most of the
Muhlen, who teamed with anothAge team?
er former champ, Scott Gallagh- Guire, of Louisville, 6-1, 7-9 and
major league teams.
Answer: Canoeing.
er, to win the Third Annual Red. 6-0, in the championship match.
They will likely get several
At least that's the opinion
of River Canoe Race at Stanton, She won the first round from eyefuls. Probably the top pro1968 U. S. Canoe Associat
ion May 25, says there is more Denise Latraid, of Bellview, 6-2 spect is Leo Foster, a pitcherchance of making the U. S. Oly- and 6-3, then defeated Linda Bru- shortstop. Foster is hitting at an
mpic team in canoeing than in ton of Ashland, 1-6, 6-3 and 6-2. incredible .470 clip and has an
The quarter final match with unblemished 4-0 pitching record.
any other sport.
Miss Burton lasted two and a He will start on the mound when
And Muhlen should know.
A half canoe length at the half hours under a sun that Holmes plays North Marshall in
Olympic Trials in California cost pushed the temperatures to 99 Wednesday's nightcap.
Muhlen a spot on the U. S. Olym- degrees.
Middlesboro, with thebest rec(.5
In the semifinals, Miss Row- ord of 1471 and with Pat Sharp
pic team that swept the Mexico
lett
took
two straight sets from 5-0 on the mound, will open the
City games last summer.
"There are seven chances for the tournament favorite, Ann activity with a 9 a.m.gameagaina gold medal in Olympic canoe- Woody, of Holy Rosary High st Jessamine County.
Notlonei League
East
ing," said the handsome, 26- School, 6-0 and 6-1.
LaRue County plays Owensboro
W
I. Pct. GB
Chicago
33
14 .673 —
year-old Muhlen after his win at
In the second game Wednesday
Pittsburgh
25
13 .521
Ns
Red River. "These medals count 'Fuddle' Tree
New York
73
73 SO)
with Westport meeting defending
1tts
St Louis
72
26 .4511 10is
just as much as basketball or
FLAMINGO, Fla. (UPI) — champion Ashland after lunch.
Philadelphia
16
20 Ale 12
Montreal
any of the other sports. It's a The Jamaica dogwood, one of Semifinal games are set for Thu11
33 .250 WA
West
shame this country isn't aware about 120 species of trees in rsday afternoon with the finals
Atlanta
29
17
.433
Las Angeles
2$
It .594
of this."
Everglades National Park, is at 2 p.m. Friday.
llts
Cincinnati
24
20 .545
4
Muhlen expressed hope canoe- locally referred to as th "fudS Francisco
24
23 .511
The Middlesboro batters will
Sys
Housten
24
V .471
7V1
ing would be revived in the U.S., dle" tree. Fish become stupe- face Bob Sallee of Jessamine
San Dlepo
21
20 .412 10.9
fied
when
powder
made
from County who owns a
but cited the decline of interest
Reettlits
fine 9-0 record
Atlanta
6 St Lei is
3
in the sport. "Interest in this the tree's ground-up roots is that includes a 3-0 shutout of
Cincinnati Si Pittsburgh postponed
placed
on the surface of the
New York
2, Los Angeles 1
country has gone down since the
San Diego it Philedipnie
water. Travelers heading for Owen County in the regional finUnited States introduced Olympic
5 Francisco at Montreal
postponed
the Flamingo recreational cen- als here.
Other clubs not kfuniuled
paddle sports at the turn of the ter in the
Wednesday's schedule:
Toseday's Gikases
Park can find great
Los Anthill's (Foster 04) at New York
century. In the Mexico City gam- many -clogvloode:itrt a
9 a.m. - Middlesboro 14-1 vs
he--Winity
(Seaver 4-3) MIMI
es, Communist countries won all of the Royal Pan Hammock. Jessamine County 18-3.
San Francisco (McCormick 2-2) et
Montreal (Wegener 1-21. Mohr
seven rowing medals."
11:30 a.m.- LaRue County 19-4
San Diego (Kirby 1-4) it Philadelphia
Getting back to Red River, Big Crowds Expected
(Champion 0-0). night
vs. Owensboro 24-10.
Cincinnati (Mainney 3-1) at Pittsburgh
Muhlen and Gallagher set a meet At Athens Sports Meet
2 p.m. - Westport 15-11 vs.
(Punning 54), night
ATHENS (UPI) — At least Ashland 17-3.
record of 3 hours, 2 minutes and
Hantan (Lemaster 3-4) at Chicago
,Hands 4-3)
25.000
sports
fans
are expected
2 seconds over the 20 - mile
4:30 p.m. - Covington Holmes
Atlanta (Pappas 14) at St. Lewis (Carlton 5-4), night
Powell 'County course, but it to attend the European Track 19-4 vs, North Marshall 9-2.
and
Field
Championships to be
wasn't muscle power that did
Amerkaa Lipagre
held here Sept. 15-21. The Nalea
It, according to Muhlen.
tional Tourist Organization of Busy Airport
20
L Pct. 05
LONDON I UPI/ —A total of
Ba it invite
"Technique is probably the Greece says
35
15 .710
travel agencies, reBoston
X
17 434
714, - most important thing about canTALK ABOUT A FLYING start, well, how about
port big. demand for tickets 13,264,787 oerscins used HeathDish*,
25
19 XI
7
over-heels trip came during the-Green Lake Memorial
row Airport, London. in 1968
Washington
oeing," he said. "We won not and accommodations by
X
27 .01 11111b
a flying stop? Lynn Montgomery, Seattle, heads for the
per- and the airport handled
New York
24
Inboard Regatta races at Seattle and netted a broken
X AN
247,because we paddled harder than sons planning to witness the
Cleveland
water
after
11
his
30 .316 30
hydro
flipped and sailed into the air
417 aircraft. Both totals were
arm for Montgomery.
West
anybody else, it's because we events.
twice, finally smashing back to the surface. The heed.
Minnesota
up about 5 per cent over 1967.
24
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know
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e.
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see
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1 14
Chicago
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ripples, we know how to get
71
24 47 •4
Kansas City
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shape.
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Muhlen also makes canoes in
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sonenIth 0-5). night
his spare time. In addition to
Cleveland (Tient (1-7) at Seattle (Pattin
CALVERT CITY, Ky.—North
mound when the Marshall Com- Ire shman
5-3). night
making his winning Red River
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canoe,
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KenNew York (Peterson 7-51 at Minnesota
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SO, 11100; Boldschim, San Deigo, 5-0,
1000; Holtzman. Chicago. al, .159; Frystar for the Jets, was on the
omore center. fielder Joe Carlini. down the length of the mighty man,
Philadelphia, 5-1, 03.
_
gorge.
KALI EVZRY GRAYS

North Marshall Set
ForState Tournament
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Works
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by Charles M. Schulz
HOW'S TI4AT
FOR GOOD
LETTERING?

YOUR E'S ARE ALL RIGHT,
BUT YOUR 0'5 ARE SAP_
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Miss Judith Ann Munsey Becomes Bride
Of Linn Michael Strand In Beautiful
Ceremony At Ifisttame Methodist Church

TUESDAY — JUNE 3, 1969

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . .

Phone 753-1917 or 763-4947

Don't burden
yourself with him
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My problem is my IS-year-ad father.
There are five of us children still living, but I am the
oldest and his -favorite" with whom be has lived since
Mamma died 14 years ago.
Before Mamma died I gresainnl her I'd never put Papa
in a home.
Papa has money and has provided generously for all
his children and grandchildren the claims] and he keeps
reminding me that in his will be has taken "extra good"
care of me because I've taken "extra good" care of him.
I can honestly say that Papa has never been any
trouble until about a year ago when he started putting
his hearing aid batteries in my egg compartment and...took
to putting his house slippers in my keener. He does other
little things like cleaning his pipe directly into my vegetable
bin, and he is so forgetful I had to change from gas to
electricity because he kept turning on the gas jets trying
to change the "television channel." Also, Last winter he
went out to water "the garden" in the snow wearing only
his pajama tope
I don't dare leave him alone for a moment now. He
&dial like strangers around and I can't watch him 34
hourik a day. My husband says I should put him in a home—
that the old man would never know the difference since
be now rolls me :"Agnes" which was MalIIMS'S MM.
Thank, you.
MANCHESTER
calls
a pretty safe bet he woodeet object is • "stranger"
relieving you for a bi-herar watch. Give it -a by. And U
he's as "forgetful" as to he dangerous to himself and ethers,
&set hesitate to put him where he will get the care and
"watching" he seeds. And deal feel guilty. He probably
weal knew whether he's La a home or the Yankee stadium.
DEAR ABBY: My husband's secretary calls him
"TIGER," and he calls her "KITTEN." ,
Believe me, be is plenty behind in his homework, so
• I don't think I have much to worry about in that department, but what do you make of it!
TIGER'S WIFE IN OAK PARK
DEAR WIFE: I have a feline they're (*Qin%

LaJeanna Paschall
.
,•
Honored At Shower
At Marine Home
Miss La Jeanne Paschall,
June 7th bride-elect of Eddie
Gregg Chapman, was the honoree at a personal shower held
recently at the Marine Home.
The charming hostesses for
the occasion were Miss Roll3
e
Marine and Mrs. Hurby Ta
For the west the broom
chose to wear a navy blue knit
dress with white trim. Her corsage, gift of the hostesses, was
of white carnations.
Games were played and Miss
Paschall opened her many gifts
for the, guests to view.
Refreshments were served
from the beautifully appointet
table overlaid with a lace clotE4
over yellow and centered with
a miniature bride and groom
statuette. Yellow punch, cake,
mints, and nuts were served.
•••
OOPS?

-Atitt

-zersAa atAmoncerein If he

MR. and MR$. LINN MICHAEL STRANAK
- Mist JuditAha
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Otha
Munsey of Kuttawa, and Linn
Michael Stranak, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Michael Stranak of Murray,
were united in marriage in a
beautiful candlelight ceremony
in the United Methodist Church
in Kuttawa on Saturday evening. May 34.
Rev. H. E. Inman, pastor of
the Kuttawa Baptist Church,
performed the double ring ceremony at seven o'clock. Mrs. Ray
Whittaker, organist, and Mrs.
Wake Sexton, vocalist, presented the nuptial music.

Their vows were pledged before an altar banked with palms
and illuminated by myraid burning tapers. In the back of the
altar was one large arched
candleabrum holding fifteen
Why doesn't someone write something telling husbands
candles. On each side was
that maybe THEY should be careful how they look and
15-branch spiral cathedral cansmell or they might lose their -.rives?
delabra, with nine-branch cathedral candelabra on the far aide
A wife is supposed to be n-eshly bathed, immaculately
of them. Two white urns held
groomed, fragrantly scented, with hair shining, and her
arrangements of white mums,
breath as fresh as morning dew when her man comes
carnations and gladioli. Lighted
bane from work. Then HE sits down to eat supper in his
candles massed in greenery
dirty work clothes, after which be plops down in an easy
were placed in the windows.
Family pews were marked with
chair and watches television until they play the Star
white satin bows.
Spangled Banner. Then be falls into bed without bathing
Bride's Dress
or brushing his teeth and expects instant romance! I'd
The
bride,
given in marriage
like to hear from other women to whom this scene is
by her father, wore a formal
familiar.
"TURNED OFF"
gown of candlelight satin, which
was overlaid with Chantilly lace
DEAR ABBY. Sorry, lad the wino custom of lending
from the front side panels and
entire back, ending with a long
one's wife to a Mead is WI awasticed.
chapel train. It -featured a
stand-up collar of lace over satI play in the natisaid yard band, and we went to the
in, and long lace sleeves. The
Eskimo Village of Gambia on St. Lawrence Island as part
high waistline was defined by a
and
around
sat
training.
We
of our annual 2-week field
satin belt closing in the back
talked to some of the natives there, and one man offered
with a Dior bow. Her 3-tiered
his daughter to a member of our band for the night. This fingertip veil of imported illuswas apparently Pus way of showing his friendship and ion fell from a headpiece of silk
organza petals and Venice lace.
hospitality
The guy refused the offer because he had been married She carried a colonial bouquet
a week before, and besides we weren't planning on spending of white roses, massed in canSincerely yours, dlelight net, with satin ribbons
the night there.
RUSSELL KIDD streamers tied in love knots.
Mrs. Tommy Cummins served
Everybody has a problem. What's yours, For a personal as matron of honor. Her brides
reply mite to Abby, Box Wes, LOS Aageles, Cal. Men, and maids were Miss Elects Vernon,
Miss Brooks Hiter, Miss Kaye
amisse a stamped. selwildressed envelope.
Brasher and Mrs. Steve Cruce.
For Abby's Impaidet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedfteg. They wore idenical floor-length
dresses of mango linen fashionmai $1 is Abby, Bea Mat Lee Angeles, Cal. MM.
ed with a flat bow at the back
DEAR ABBY If I read one more article about how
careful a woman should be about her "person- if she wants
to-hold her man, I am going to scream.

tIetiriTtle with faitlengtlraissis
mers. Each wore matching headpieces and carried colonial bouquets of summer flowers with
garden green satin ribbon
streamers. The matron of honor's ribbon streamers were
green and mango satin ribbon.
Mr. Stranak served his son
as best man. The groomsmen
were Dallas Grant, David Fitts,
Sam Ward, and Danny Davis.
Todd Cruce served as ring
bearer. Cindy Polk was flower
girl. She wore a floor-length
dress identical in color and fashion as the bride's other attendants.
The bride's brother, Jeff
Munsay, and Jerry Hall lighted
the candles.
The guest register was kept
by Miss Bonnie Parrent.
Mrs. Munsay chose for her
daughter's wedding a blue sorrent.)ensemble. Both dress and
full length coat featured front
low waistline. She wore dyed-

to-match shoes end a whimsy
Taylor and Betty Powell as
tapped by a cluster of hand
chairmen of the hostesses.
rolled organza petals. Her
• ••
shoulder corsage was cymbidThe
Cherry
Corner Baptist
Tuesday, June 3
ium orchids.
Church Woman's Missionary
The groom's mother was at- The Calloway County DemoSociety is scheduled to meet at
tired in a blue semi-fitted dou- cratic Women's Club will have
the church at 7:90 p.m.
ble knit, matching hat a n d a dinner meeting at the club
•••
white accessories. Her shouldar house at seven p.m. at the WoThe Flint Baptist Church Wo
c Irsage was also cymbidium or- man's Club House, Bobby Joe
man's Missionary Society is
chids.
Sims will be the speaker.
scheduled to meet at the church
•••
Reception
at seven p.m.
Miss Lillian Watters will preA reception, catered by Mrs.
•• •
Harold Wilson of Princeton, sent her piano students in a re.
The KSA Licensed Practical
was held in the church base- cital at the Murray High School
District 17 will meet in
Nurses
p.m.
auditorium
at
7:30
ment immediately following the
•• •
the conference room of the
wedding ceremony.
The Goshen United Method. Murray-Calloway County HospiBoth serving tables were overCharles
laid with floor-length cloths. A ist Church Women's Society of tal at seven p.m. Dr.
speaker.
be
the
will
Mercer
Service
is
scheduled
Christian
NEW YORK UPI - The Jewish
round table, with Miss Cathy
•••
Rushing serving, held the silver to meet at the church at 7:30
Defense League announced Wedpunch service. A king table p.m.
nesday it will picket Shea StadOl
Thursday/. June 3
• ••
was centered with a beautifulMiss Lillian Watters will pre. ium June 5 to demand the New
ly decorated four-tiered weddThe Progressive Homemakers sent her piano students in a re- York Mets baseball team litre
ing cake. Salted nuts, hand- Club will have a potluck meal cital at the Murray High School a 26.2 per cent quota of Jewish.
made mints and personalized at the home of Mrs. Harold Ro- auditorium at 7:90 p.m.
players.
•••
napkins, with flower entwined bertson.
The Mets will be on the road
• 1.1 •
three-branch candelabra comThe Kirksey Baptist Church June 5.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Ord- Woman's Missionary Society
pleted the table decor. Mrs. Dallas Grant presided.
er of the Rainbow for Girls will will -meet at the church at sev- 01111111111111•111•11‘
Following the reception, the meet at the, Masonic Hall at en pm.
• ••
young couple left for a short seven p.m.
•••
honeymoon. The bride traveled
Friday, June 6
in a pink linen cape dress with The Delta Department of the
The Senior Citisens Club will
the center of her bridal bou- Murray Woman's Club wlll meet at the Community Center
quet pinned to her shoulder. On meet at the club house at six at ten a.m. They will then go to
their return they will make p.m. for a potluck supper. Hos. the Land Between the Lakes for
their home in Memphis, Tenn, teases will be Mrs. Henry Wit- a picnic.
ren, Mrs. Myrtle Wall, Mrs.
Rehearsal Dinner
• ••
The groom's parents enter-Georgia Wear, Mrs. Eugene
tamed the bridal party with lit'arry, Mrs. Rue Beale, and Kiss
---- -If
reheirsal cilanif Friday nigh Hirzel Tary.t
place,
• ••
at the Pelican at Lake City.
Tal
The fifth grade class of Aust•••
Groups of the Christian W
ter
in School held a surprise party
men's Fellowship of the irt
the A
Christian Church will meet as in honor of Robert Glen Jeffships
TICKED-OFF
follows: I with Mrs. James rey, principal, and Mrs. Lula
fly el
Boone at ten a.m. with Mrs. W. Bell Hodges, teacher, on Wedshine
nesday,
May
27.
C. Duncan giving the program;
Toi
FORT COLLINS, Colo, UPI - II with Mrs. Annie Bailey, Far- This is Mr. Jeffrey's last year
wher
Dr, Michael Earnest, A U. S. ris Avenue, with Mrs. A. B. as principal as he has accepted
day.
Public Health Service epidem- Austin giving the program.
a position at Murray -State Unielude,
•••
iologist, had to take time of
versity. The class presented him
into 2
from his study of tick fever. The First United Methodist with gifts, thanked him for bte.
night
in this world,
Abed in
The reason? He became ill Church Women's Society of ing principal, and expressed
there's always
'Sun s
with tick fever.
Christian Service will meet at sorrow at his leaving.
room for
jellet
Chairmen of the •arrangemthe social hall at ten a.m. with
one more.
sum
the executive board meeting at eats for the party were Melissa
throw
TEST FIRE MUSIC
Huey, Sarah Ross, Beth Richard:15 a.m.
immoi
•••
son, and Kathy Coleman.
1
Is JUT
Other members of the class
W•dtursti•Y, June 4
Des
ST, LOUIS, Mo. UPI - TheioThe George Hart Memorial are Mary Arnold, Anita Cavitt,
north,
St, Louis Symphony Orchestra If Tournament will be held Floyd Dethrow, Michael Dehottes
Wednesday had several instru- t the Calloway County Country throw, Terri Dick, Dawn HornsSUMM
Call
your
Welcome
by, Norma Hudspeth, Don Mc.
meats to be used in tonight's qub
night
Wagon Hostess now.
• ••
Cuiston, Willie Nell Reed, TereAih not
concert tested in Forest Park.
•
"ereasor
Tested were the cannons to bej The ladies day luncheon is as Rice, Dorisanna Steely, Johntingui
Phel
s3-15
fired durintTchaikovsky's 1812 heduled at 12:13 p.m. at the ny Scott, Teresa Turley, Vicki imimmilgalimmum
ens ca
Oaks Country Club with Jane ,Vance, and Mark Vinson.
Overture.
throul
daylig
dogs 1
the cl

Austin Class Has
Party Wednes1O7Y
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PANORAMA BEAUTY
SALON

,

PAC

Open II* Thursday , Friday, Ad
Saturday By Appoitnent.
Phone 436-5830

SPECIAL ON

Frosting And Permanents
For First Two Weeks.
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" di"0 Soda* dada* Cadillac Molar CsaTerrisioa

You've admired it long enough from the outside.
Now find out what it's like inside with a Command Performance Drive.
This is your finest opportunity to fulfill that
arnbition to get behind the wheel of a new
Cadillac. It's the one way to satisfy yourself that only Cadillac offers the luxury,
comfort, driving pleasure and pride of
ownership yoiiTaVe right to enjoy in an
ures-,, tr4,lidtir,n,
Once inside a Cadillac you'll discover
even more than you anticipated: elegant

f

b• ill
• II1111
•
•
•
•
•
•

• the
fabrics, beautiful appointments and considered comforts that match the distinctivenels of Cadillac's styling.
Perhaps more impressive—only because
you tend to think gist of Cadillac's luxury
—is its performance. Cadillac's big 472 V-8.
cnititie et -sp.
reSvuiise to every
driving command, yet so .quiet you'll
scarcely hear it. And as you drive, you'll

note how deftly you can handle a Cadillac
in any kind of traffic, in any ,situation.
. Your authorized Cadillac dealer is eager
to show you how much more a Cadillac
offers
that it costs no more to own and
operate than many cars of lesser stature.
Now Is- a particularly advantageous time
to see him for a Command Performance
Drive. You'lLbe glad you did.
SEE YOUR AUTHORIZED CADILLAC-DEALER'S ATTRACTIVE SELECTION of NEW AND PREVIOUSLY OWNED CADILLACS TODAY.
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leanna Paschal
nored At Shower
Marine Home
a La Jeanne Paschall,
7th bride-elect of Eddie
Chapman, was the bona a personal shower held
tly at the Marine Home.
charming hostesses for
eeasion were Mim Robb
e and Mrs. Hurby TabesW
the *emit sae Mimeo
to wear a navy blue knit
with white trim. Her col.gift of the hostesses, was '
Ate carnations.
lea were played and Miss
111 opened her many gifts
e, guests to view.
reahments were served
the beautifully appointe(
overlaid with a lace clotlEi
fellow and centered with
aiature bride and groom
tie. Yellow punch, cake,
and nuts were served.
• ••

&

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

try District Office at 304 West means a couple of dozen of us Walnut Street, Mayfield, Kentuc- have homes within a 10-mile radky. Phone 247-3913.
ius," Tina said.
When the girls are on the
road, they sometimes share a
single hotel room to reduce expenses.

R.Want 24 Full Hours Sawflys Are
Of Sunshine Each Day? Attacking King Family
Pine Trees

Well Blessed
With Kids

TUESDAY — JUNE 3, 1960

Meanwhile, Back in Seabrook . .. Veterans Questions
Q - I enrolled in college this
spring under the G. I. Bill and
intend to re-enter the same school and take the same course of
study this fall. Must I tell the
Veterans Administration about
my fall enrollment plans?
A - Before the end of your
present enrollment period you
will receive a certification of
attendance card from the VA.
The primary purpose of this
card is to confirm the training
for which you have been paid
an educational assistance allowance.
However, the card also has a
section relating to reenrollment
plans. By completing this section
you will help VA anticipate your
future educational assistance allowance needs.

•

OOPS

V YORK UPI - The Jewish
ire League announced Wedr it will picket Shea Stada
une 5 to demand the New
Mets baseball team -hire
per cent quota of Jewish
S.
Mets will be on the road

anew
baby?
in this world,
there's always
room for
one

Call your We/come
,Vagon Hostess now.

Linda Adams
risme 753-Zai75

tinguish day from night. Chickens cackle and roosters crow all
through the five weeks of solid
daylight and birds sing and
dogs bark without respect for
the clock.

a series of white-painted rocks,
which silently say "here it is-..
the Arctic Circle!"
It's also possible to drive into
Bodo along the Arctic Highwass-tend the bonus to motorists
•
•
•
i is the Arctic Circle Monument
THE COMMUNITY, corn- near Stodi, on the Saltfjell
pletely destroyed by bombing mountain plateau. At a sumfrom the Germans in 1940 and mer post office along the high rebuilt following World War II, way, near Lonsday, visitors buy
enchanting. Low wooden special post cards which are
buildings and dirt side streets stamped "Arctic Circle"—a cangive Bodo the appearance of a cellation highly sought by stamp
Western set on a televisioti t collectors.
show.
Even in Oslo and in the fjord
But the people -and -the flora country, the sunlit nights of
prosper. Flowers, vegetables and midsummer are short, since
lawn never stop growing during there is daylight about 20 hours
the brief Bodo summer. Par- a day. But in Bodo. it's a differents complain their children ent matter: no darkness at all
seem to never want to go to for five weeks.
bed, while the Sun is up-- and
Five hundred miles north OE
that's 24 hours a day.
Oslo, Bodo is on the Norwegian
Whether flying to Bodo from Sea some 50 miles inside the
Oslo or taking the train from Arctic Circle.

Q - What are the maximum charges allowed by the Veterans
Administration on a G. I. loan?
A - The veteran-borrower is
permitted to pay reasonable closing costs customarily paid by
borrowers in home mortgage financing. These include fees or
charges for VA appraisal of the
home, credit report, survey (if
required by the lender), title
evidence, recording fees and a
lender's origination fee not to
exceed one per cent of the loan
amount instead of any other fees
for the lender's services.
The initial installments of such
recurring expenses as property
taxes and hazard insurance must
also be paid at the time the loan
is closed.
In addition, a veteran separated from service after Jan. 31,
I955-,--must-pay a statutory fee ,
Of one-half of one per cent of the
loan amount. This is a one-time
payment which may be Included
in the loan amount.
Q - May a veteran receive
Social Security retirement credit
for military service during World War II?

Mrs. Faye Stafford talks to reporters. The Starfords' two children are Karin, II, and Dionne. 14.

A - Generally yes - a veteran
may receive $160 wage credit
for each month of World War II
duty if he was released from
service under other than dishonorable conditions and had at least
30 days of active service.
However, there are exceptions. The government will not give
the veteran double credit.

Mra. Barbara Centan give.; the "thumbs up" sign

Good Luck Charms
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Three of tho most popular of good luck charms—a four-leaf
clover, a buck•ysi and the loft hind foot of a rabbit.

he was waiting for the truck
driver to show up along came
meter maid Armella Lacey, 31,
NEW YORK UPI - A policeman and ticketed his car for overand a meter maid have ended up parking.
in Bronx Criminal Court over the
An argument started and Waksand sum of one dime.
man arrested Miss Lacey for
Off-duty Patrolman David Walt- disorderly conduct after harsh
sman returned to his parked words were exchanged.
auto a week ago to find it trapped
The court will hear the case
by a double parked truck. While _July 31.
FIGHT OVER A DIME

By CARL H. GILES
Written Especially for Crntral Press and This Newspaper
GOOD LUCK CHARMS are American style voodoo, black
magic on a key chain. Almost all omens of good luck in America
dangle from key chains. They're inconspicuous there.
Few Americans admit they are superstitious. They can swear
allegiance to their occult antics by keeping-the revered object
with their keys. If people question them, they shrug it off with-.
out embarrassment as a novelty. The superstition business isn't
big, but it's steady.
Almost every country boy of a generation ago carried a rabbit's foot in his pocket. But country boys and rabbits are rather
scarce today, Many of the rabbit's foot key-chains hanging from
41•111111111111•10•1111111•111111111•11111••111•10111111111
the display cardboards in the
• dime_ and novelty stores are say the buckeye' is the most
• fakes. That isn't real fur, and powerful mystical object. Leg• those bones are steel..
end has it that the little nut
▪ "MISS MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR"•
The real believers won't touch wards off rheumatism.
•
•
• • •
• them, Reproductions, they say,
have no powers. They cringe at
THE
BUCKEYE
is bulkier
the colors of the counterfeits. A
green or blue rabbit's foot is than the rabbit's foot, but many
are
still put on key chains. They
just asking for trouble. But
Name
Age
many have faith in their com- range in size from a big marble
•
mercial omens. Purists say to a silver dollar, but are much
• Address
Birth Date
that it should be the left hind lighter than either. They grow
foot of the hare. Taking one to on the buckeye tree. They are
•
▪ SehOol
Grade Completed
a churchyard under a full Moon especially popular in the south
supposedly wards off evil spir- where many men and women
•Parents's Name
Ptione
carry them. Although it spe•
its.
cialises in curing ills, it is an
• • •
Please complete the above and mail with a I
all around omen. Novelist Ern• billfold size picture of yourself to Mrs. Bill Thur-• FOUR - LEAF clovers rank est Hemingway
was a buckeye
next on the omen list. Some
• man. Dogwood Drive, Murray, before June 14.
carrier.
people have been combing their
•
Some noted people carry one
lawns all their lives in quest of
• the quad clover. Children seem of these three omens. One of
• to pluck them out with ease, the most common is the St.
•
• but arhilts have trouble finding Christopher medal. The saint is
I
am interested in sponsoring a participant in
•
them. Some key chain makers the guardian of the highways
• the 1969 Murray-Calloway County Fair Beauty le use real ones encasing them in and St. Christopher statues are
Pageant.
a variety of plastic items. Some mounted on a lot of automo•
companies make their clovers bile dashboards. Birthstones are
II Name of Sponsoring Firm
out of plastic, too. Real clover a highly profitable charm.
The horseshoe is the last comfans carry them in their wallets
•
Signed By
or purses, usually pressed in a mon good luck charm. It graces
•
card winckiw.
many houses. They . are too
Buckeyes are not as common heavy to carry. For maximum
Complete an mail to Ma. Robert Johnson, 17851
as they were a generation ago. good luck, the charmers say,
• But the brown nut is still a horseshoes should be nailed to
liagnolla Drive, Murray, before June 9th.
• popular omen. Ohio is the the wall prongs
up. Only three
Buckeye State because of the nails should be used. They rep-,
abundance of them there dur- resent the Trinity. Miniatures
sing pioneer days. Old - timers are made for key chains.

•

CONTEST ENTRY B

•
•

•
•

ci•vm• Crime. Molar CfaNsislion

Drive.

andle a Cadillac
any .situation.
c dealer is eager
nore a Cadillac
lore to own and
)f lesser stature.
.antageous time
id Performance
id.

iY.

I MERCHANTS' SPONSOR FORM
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and Answers

ASTRONAUT WIVES and families are jubilating over the safe
return of three Moon travelers from week out of this world.

The girls wear one another's
clothes, stop by to see each
other anytime they feel like it
and are enjoying their quartette
work.
"There are three more King
cousins in reserve," Tina said.
"They aren't as interested in
show business as we are. But
they're young yet and will probably change their minds."

Heavy defoliation of pine has
recently been noted in some areas by Division of Forestry personnel. This defoliation is being
caused by the Virginia Pine SawBy VERNON SCOTT
fly which feed primarily on shortUPI Hollywood Correspondent
leaf, Virginia and Loblolly Pines,
according to Boyce McCuiston of
HOLLYWOOD UPI - A King
the county Forestry Service.
Family television rehearsal migSeveral species of pine sawfly ht eakily be mistaken for a songcan occur in Kentucky, however,
fest at a nursery school.
only the Virginia pine sawfly
Between songs young mothers,
and the red-headed pine sawfly
fathers, sisters, cousins andgrahave caused significant damage.
ndparenti take turns sitting with
The Virginia pine sawfly hatches
crawling, creeping, crying, diaIn the early spring and the resultpered infants who come to work
ing larvae feed for approximately
with their young mothers.
4 to 8 weeks on the older needles.
Partially responsible for the
When mature, the larvae spin
sandpile set is the group -withintheir cocoons and do not emera-group, the King Cousins, four
ge as adults until the late fall.
beautiful blondes between the
Upon emergence, the adult sawages of 21 and 25.
flies mate and eggs are laid
They are Cathy and Tina Cole
on the needles. These eggs hatch
sisters, Carolyn Thomas and Cathe following spring. Only one
ndy Wilson.
generation occurs each year.
The red-headed pine sawfly,
All Married
ay contrast, spends the winter
Inside a cocoon and emerges
Unhappily for the bachelor
as an adult early in the spring. mob, all four are married and
Eggs are laid and the larvae all are
the progeny of the original SAM Yentry on the radio on
hatch during the summer at which King Sisters - Yvonne, Maxine election eve to wind up, his
time they will feed primarily on and
Donna. And while they may campaign for re-election as
shortleaf, Virginia and loblolly not sing as well as their mothers
the mayor of Los Angeles.
pine. In Kentucky, there may be did in their
prime, the new crop
two complete generations per of King
beauties is even more
The most striking architoctual design in thi
year depending on weather con- decorative.
completely
rebuilt town of Bodo, Norway, is its now cathedral.
ditions and the length of the
Candy has two youngsters and
sununer. The last generation ag- Tina and Cathy one each - all are
By STEVE LIBBY
ain
spends
the
a
winter
cocoon.
in
In the crawlingrpulling and howWritti
is
/specially for Central Press and This Newspaper
- It las been pointed out by the
te.•
fraissmor- sunshilye you're looking for, No-Fway's
the Ky. Division
of Forestry Insect
place. Th 'a right, Norway—far above the Arctic Circle, at
During a break in rehearsal
that.
Take Bodo, for example. Bodo, Norway's third largest city— and Disease Specialist that saw- Cathy said, "In addition to being
fter Oslo and Trondheim—is a pleasant community north
fly
populations
are
noted for cousins, we're all best friends.
of
the ArcUc Circle. a port and communications center from which rapid fluctuations in numbers
Seriously, we are much closer
ships leave for the Lofoten Islands and from which small planes caused primarily by parasites,
than many sisters are."
fly even further north, to Narvik. From June 5 to July 9, the sun predators and climatic factors.
Candy nodded agreement.
shines 24 hours a day here.
Because natural control is possi"There are no outsiders who
Tours to witness .this phenomena are available out of Oslo, ble,
and because of the Virginia join
us socially. There are so
where your flight.- leaves in mid-evening and returns the next
Pine Sawfly does not cause extenmany members of the King Famday. The package deal, available through Oslo travel agents,
in- sive mortality to the affected trecludes an all-night - excursion
ily that we find all the companionInto Norway's Land of the Mid- r Trondheim, the trip is a magni- es unless they are severely de- ship and different personalities
night Sun and includes an add-IfIcent and exciting one. On the foliated over a period of sever- right within the clan."
Abed motor trip and a Midnight plane, passengers are invited to al years, chemical control of this
Tina, who -aLso starsas a mem/Sun supper served at Ronviicf- I take photos out the cabin win- forest insect pest is not usually
ber of the "My Three Sons"
jellet in a charming chalet. Mid- dows as they cross over the recommended. The red - nosed
cast, added that all four cousins
summer Night, celebrated Arctic Circle. They are issued a pine sawfly can cause severe
live within five minutes of one
throughout Scandinavia and certificate attesting their cross- mortality due to its feeding
THOMAS BRADLEY on radio
habits another in the San Fernando Valimmortalized by Edward Grelg, ing the Circle. It is signed by and
on election eve to wind up
life cycle, and chemical con- ley - which makes it easy
for reI. June 23.
Jack Frost, himself.
his campaign to unseat Sam
trol is sometimes warrented to hearsing•
• • •
their act for the road
Despite the fact it's so far
Yorty as Los Angeles mayor.
present
tree
loss.
and mutual baby sitting.
north. Bodo is one of Norway's
BY RAIL, the crossing of the
1"
Should questions arise concerhottest places when the long Circle---between Bolini and Stoning
identity
the
of
forest
insect
summertime sun shines. The di stations- is observed by a deLive Nearby
night time temperature does crease in. speed. also for the or disease pests, or concerning
not drop, and there are lots of purpose of photography. An en- what should be done about them,
"Most of the family - and that
reasons why it's difficult to dis- terprising railroader laid out contact your Division of Fores-

9

The best newsmen in London work
for you...(because they work for us).
Is K. C. Thaler a qualified newsman? Just listen to this: He has attended universities.in
four countries, has degrees in both law and economics. He speaks four languages fluently,

two others well. His news career covers' Germany during the growth of Nazism; Austria,
Czechoslovakia, the Balkans, France. He has covered almost every major international
conference in Europe since World War II. He has interviewed practically every important
statesman in postwar Europe. He is now chief diplomatic repopier for United Press International in London. He work's for us because we are a subscriber of UPI. Even when his
news is bad, it can't be better handled.
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NAB STONE

Land
Transfers

Bey Scouts and Girl Scouts form on honor guard for Independence Day ceremonies held each
June 17 in Reykjavik's Austurvollur Square Building at right houses the Althing, Iceland's
parliament, the oldest legislative body in the world. Center is the Lutheran Cathedral.
Shown at left is statue of Jon Sigurdsson, hero of Iceland's struggle for independence.
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LONDON UPI - Mick Jagger of
e Roiling Stones rock group
d his girl friend, Marianne
Faithful, were arrested Wednes.
da) on charges of possessing
marijuana. Police raided Jagger's Chelsea apartment and,
according to Jagger, searched
it for about an hour before taking
the pair to the local station.

Howell Bogard and B.ulffi Bogard to C. W. BogardandM dred
Bogard of Flint, Mich.. 47 acres
In Calloway County,
Anthony H. Cassity and Thelma
E. Cassity to Thomas A. Jamill
and Elizabeth S. James; five
acres in Calloway County.
BELLS BAD
Roman Prydatkevytch andLydla Prydatkevytch to Calton Morgan and Louise Iloroan; lot at
BC6TON UPI - The Automobile
17th and Farmer Avenue,
Robert E. Thornburg and Mar- Legal Association says bellboguerite N. Thornburg of St, John, ttom trousers may be the latest
Ind., to Carlton F. Schrader and thing in high fashion, but warns
Mavis J. Schrader of Chester- they aren't "very pretty when
town, Ind.; 10,9 acres on Old they get tangled in the brake
Murray and Pine Bluff Road. and accelerator pedals ofa car."
Lakeway Shores, Inc., to Lin- Said Philip C. Wallwork,safety
dell F. Bagley and Ethel M. Bag- director at ALA national headley; two lots in Lakeway Shores. quarters: "While it is highly
James D. Futrell and Nancy unfashionable, we would like to
J. Futrell to Walter A. Hines see the girls roll up their pantand Bessie A. Hines of Hoover legs while driving,"
Lake, Miss.; lot in Pine Bluff
Shares,
DIET BACKFIRES
W. Paul Dailey and Frances
Dailey to Calvin Key and Gwyn
Key; eight lots in town of Hazel.
LONDON UPI - Richard Burton
Calloway County Land Compatted his stomach with his right
pany to Carolyn Coleman Cerrahand and gripped a glass of gin
way; lot in Pine Bluff Shores.
with his left and told how reducing
Calloway County Land Comexercises a doctor prescribed
pany to Thomas Ralph Carrafor Elizabeth Taylor helped the
way; lot in Pine Bluff Shores,
A. B. Smith to H. J. Smith wrong patient.
"As you know, Elizabeth has
and Catherine Smith; one acre
had back trouble and the doctor
in Calloway County.
R & R Development Company prescribed weight-losing exercises to help it," Burton said on a
to Gene Steely; lot in Canterburg
reak from his latest movie.
Estates Subdivision,
"I started doing the exercises
Calloway Resorts to Jack Beawith her. Elizabeth has gained
le Kennedy and Sue Kennedy; lot
18 pounds and I've lost 14,"
In Center Ridge Subdivision.
andMarie
LorRobert McCage
ene McCage to Ronald D. McCage
and-Deanna McCage; lot oh New
Hope and Providence Road.
Jack Glover , Norma Glover,
Charles Lock Stubblefield, and
Marguritte Stubblefield to Jack
Shell and Vickie Shell; lot in
Circarama Subdivision.
H. C. Bolen of Alton, Ill., to
Palace Manning; correction of
title to 25 acres in Calloway
County.
A, 0, Woods andMaggieWoods
to Carl R. Howard and Jill Howard; lot on State Highway 121.
Bobby J. Toon 'and Shirley A.
Toon to William 0, Price, Sr.,
and Evelyn K. Price; lot on Sunset Court Subdivision,
John 0. Pasco and Ruth E.
Pasco to Freed Cotham or Clover Cotham; lot five feet by
50 feet in Pasco Subdivision.
Paul R. Mansfield and,Anita
D. Mansfield to Beverly M. Cal.
co; lot in Lois Miller Addition.
John D. Grogan and Modean
Grogan to James W. Best and
Joan H. Best of Fulton, lot in
Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision,

' turvollur Square are over.
By GEORGE E. McGRATtl
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
everyone strolls around downREYKJAVIK, Iceland June 17 is always a special day in Ice- town Reykjavik. The country
land—it's Iceland's Independence Day. But this year it is some- folk have come into the city to
thing extra special because the Icelanders will be celebrating the spend the day with relatives.
25th anniversary of the founding of the republic.
Small stands have been set up
The morning of June 17 is devoted to ceremony. The repub- where merrymakers can refuel
lic's president, accompanied by the prime minister, walks on ice cream, soft drinks and
from the Althing Iceland's parliament building, across the street atrocious-looking hot dogs.
through Austurvollur Square and places a wreath on the statue
The next event of the day is
of Jon Sigurdsson. 19th century hero of Iceland's struggle for, for kids from 8 to 80. A crowd
independence
of 20,000 gathers in a field of
They walk through rows of Boy Scoutgrand Girl Scouts who act! several acres before a large,
as the national honor guard because Iceland has no army or ! raised stand for a two-hour
nay
"monster show." There are
Iceland is a land of ancient traditions, which began in 871 A.D. clowns, comedians, imported
when the island was first settled by Ingolfur Arnarson, a Norse and local long-haired
rock
sea captain. Other settlers argrounp, folk singers and dancrived n the next 100 years, Ter' 1944 the Icelanders pro- ers.
• • • .
mostly to escape high taxes in chained their independent reNorway, but also from Viking pabbc.• Modern Iceland thus is ; THEN the crowd moves on to
lands and colonies throughout only 25 years old and young the athletic stadium for field
Scandinavia and the British folk play a large part in this events, dashes and relay events
Isles. They were a rugged, indi- young nation, The population for all ages from grammar
; vidualistic, heathen type, seek- of 120,000 only 25 years ago school to university students.
has increased to almost 200,000. They're experts in horizontal
ing independence above all,
. • •
On this Independence Day bars and gym events, as well
THEY raided the Irish and a local beauty has been chosen as glirna, a form of wrestling
Scottish coasts for the best to be '"Mountain Queen." She • popular in Viking days.
looking lasses they could find. wears the traditional national ; It's now about 9 p.m. and
This selectivity resulted in the costume with embroidered black the. Sun is still shining in this
modern Icelandic girl, certainly skirt and white blouse as she land of the Midnight Sun so the
the most betiutiful in the world stands on the balcony of the Al- crowd heads for downtown Reyon a population basis. It is es- thing and reads'from the Sagas' kjavik where four or five bandtimated that there is a 20 per in an ancient language of a stands have been set up for
cent Celtic strain in the Ice- thousand years ago • the same dancing in the streets. This
lander's ethnic "mix."
language spoken today and con- goes on until about 2 a.m, when
The country enjoyed a per- sidered the oldest unchanged dusk sets in for about an hour
iod of glory until 1262 when language, in continuous use and a half and people start
Norway gained control. This anywhere in the world.
heading back for home, and
• • .
was the era of great Eddas and
visitors for their hotels.
A-VISITOR remarks that it
Sagatk AleMtlaPs the best literIceland
had some 14,000
ary mod= of medieval Europe, looks like a combination of St. American vititors last year.
It was an age of great explore- Patrick's Day in New York and Most of them were passengers
tion when Eric the Red dile- July 4 back home. You have to on Icelandic Airlines, the only
covered and settled Greenland, be impressed with the tremend- European airline which is 100
and his son. Leif Ericson, dis- ous nationalistic pride. in Ice- per cent privately ravned. It's
covered the North American land which is still so new. It's the only scheduled airline becontinent.
like July 4 must have been back tween New York and Iceland
After more than 650 years in 1801. Icelanders have not yet : which has a lower rate than
of Norwegian and Danish rule, become jaded about their 'ride- other airlines another indicaSmithwood Development ComIceland
received sovereignty pendence.
tion of the independence of the
pany to John W. May and Celia
under the Danish crown in 1918.
After the ceremonies in A US- Icelanders!

Dean Martin—A Very S,erious Actor!
as technical adviser).
Just as Dean is changing the
public's image of the jet pilot,
so is he changing the Martin
image by playing the role. His
image has been built and nurtured over the years- as a singing, drinking, female chaser. It's
also the image of the easy-going, no rehearsal, film-it-onceonly star of TV films, nightclubs and records. •
• • •
HOWEVER, Dean has become
a purposeful actor, according
to Oscar-winning direct or
Seaton, who has directed the
biggest of them all over the
years. "People are constantly
discovering Dean. The fact is
that Dean never acts as someone who's able to-do things, Si
they're surprised to see that he
Is able to.
"Martin is really a fine aetor
with depth and he more than
holds his own with his co-stars
such high - powered motion
picture and Broadway Stars as
It's "Copt" Dean Martin, trans- Burt Lancaster, "Helen Hayes,
atlantic ai dines pilot, shown Maureen Stapleton, George KenIsere in a happy moment - nedy and Van Heflin."

Sears

Smithwood Development Com
pany to Larry W. Rogers o
Chicago, Ill., three lots; Jo
W. Parker and Nevelyn Parker
of Evansville, Ind., two lots; Jolt
L. Morrison and Ann B. Morriso
of Louisville; eleven lots; E
ward A. Barns and Jeanette Bar
us of Harvey, Ill. two lots;
Robert Gonzalez and Maria A,
Gonzalez of Clarksville, Tenn.,
two lots; William W. Allen an
Linda Sue Allen of Nashville,
Tenn. one lot; Harry E. San
)erg'
and Nary Jaan Sandberg of
lendale lita-4-111„.two lots; Mi.-:hael Jacob Llpowski and Meadie
Ltpowski of Chicago, Ill.,one lot,
Smithwood Development CornAny to Neil Wesley Bowling and
Peggy Jane Bowling of Nashville,
Tenn. two lots; Kenneth D. Pow
and Barbara E. Pohl of Spring
Hill, Tenn. one lot; George L,
Elliott and'
Geneva Elliott of Indianapolls, hid., two lots, William H. Doster and Bertie J. Doster of Greenfield, Tenn., three
lots; Adolph J. Schabowski of
Gary, Ind., one lot , Robert E.
Lentiardt or Barbara Ann Lenhatch of Greenfield, Tenn., one
lot; Clayton E. Lockhart and
la I .ce-ith.zt_44_
Tenn., two lots, Walter H. Adams and Gladys M. Adams of
Greenfield, Tenn., two lots.
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Rembrandt's Works Draw Thousand,•
At Tercentenary Museum Shows
ty-three etchings came from the
Rijkamuseum I n Amsterdam
where elaborate shows are sic,
in progress.
0
Art students still marvel 1
the techniques that Rembrandr
used in the 500 to 600 paintings,
etchings and drawings attributed to him. It is said that he
handled the etching needle as
expertly and as easily as he did
the brush, pen aad chalk.
.--es 4- •

By SANDO BOLOGNA
Written Especially for Central
Press and TMs Neicapaper
THE MASTERY of Rembrandt H&III101141 van WM. considered the greatest painter and
etcher of Northern Europe, has
burst out to greater appreciation as special exhibitions commemorate the tercentenary of
his death Oct. 4, 1689 in Amsterdam.
A - record of 20,000 people
flocked through the Art Gallery
of Ontario in Toronto recently
during the first week of a
Ri.mbrandt exhibition. Record
crowds had attended previously
the same exhibition of 17 Rembrandt paintings at the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts.
Many of Rembrandt's outstanding works are being displayed at the National Gallery
In Washington, D.C., which has
one of the largest and most
varied collections of the Dutch
artist.
•

•

•

REMBRANDT shows also are
being staged this year at the
Art Institute_ V_ Chicago, and
the Morgan ,;$11brary in New
York, with the co-operation of
the British Museum of Fine
Arts, and the British Museum , Rembrandt statue in Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
in London.
While New York's Metropolil ing the Bust of Homer," was
tan Museum
se
has no tercenten- bought in 1961 for $2.3 million.
In London. .an outstanding
nial exhibition, its regular array of Rembrandt works is also show of Rembrandt etchings has
popular with Metropolitan pa- been mounted at the British
Irons.. The museum's most fa- Museum with some exhibits on
mous masterpiece by Rem- loan from museums in New
brandt "Aristotle Contemplat- York. Paris and Vienna. Twen-

OE

Ts

ht

X
HIS artistic tendencies were
noted during his boyhood in
SI
Leyden, The Netherlands, when'
.
W
he was born July 15, 160W •
ra,
While studying with his first
teacher, the history artist Pieter Lastman, he followed his
style, but later he was influ15
enced by the strong ch*Loscuro
fir
styles of Tintoretto, coReaggio
011
and Rubens, as well as the Italian greats of the 15th century.
H.
in
Some of his paintings reflect
thi
his intimate knowledge of the
75:
Bible stories which he interprets
ed through ,a ,human approach.`
SP
He shows great emotion and
1114
physical force in his mythologia
cal scenes and subtle colots jut
en
his landscapes.
Rembrandt depicts his moods
BL
and concerns in his many selfne
portraits. Most of his etchings
were done during the 1640s and
We
the 1650s.
He suffered misfortunes
the deaths of his wife, Saskialll
On
and his mother, and later his
an
son, Titus. Ile declared himself
wii
bankrupt late in life. His paintings and possessions were aucso
tioned to pey his debts.
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14,000 BTU Air Conditioner

AP,
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Truly luxurious qualitj, at Sears low price. A
unit that provides quiet cooling, even in the
hottest weather. Fully automatic...both fan
and compressor turn'on and off as needed.

Irai
ban

21.0 FREEZER
CUT $40.00

Mg of Nashville, Tenn., three
lets; Gilbert Melton and Gertrude Melton of Memphis, Tenn.
two lots; Charles Marbult and
Marie Marbult of Chicago, Ill.,
two lots; Edward J. Janke, Sr.,
and Clarice U. Janke, Sr. of
Central City, three lots; Roderick Sisneros of Hammond, Ind.,
two lots; James Stringfield and
Mary Stringfield of Nashville,
Tenn., one lot; Pauline Dwenger
of Greensburg, hid., one lot.
Smithwood Development Company to Rachael Ralph of Newburg, Ind., three lots; Lonnie
Davis and Frances Davis of Old
Hickory, Tenn., two lots; Jerry
W. Barton and Lucille Barton
of Houghton Lake, Mich., six
lots; Kenneth Decker and Wilma
Decker of Ft. Carson, Colorado,
four lots; Floyd A. Dow and Esther L. Dow of Urbana, ill., two
Lots; William H. Swindall and
Joy Swindall of Louisville, Tenn.,
two lots; James C. Little and
Mamie Little of Rives, Tenn.,
two lots,

By AltilAY ARCHER!)
Central Press Association
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD — 'T here's
nothing 'Dean,btartin' at all in
this film." It was Dean Martin
talking, as he stretched out in
his luxurious trailer dressing
room on the set of "Airport."
Dean is playing the character
of "Capt. Vernon Demerest,"
the transatlantic airline pilot in
the film version of Arthur
Hailey's best-seller. And Dean
plays a non-singing man with
t- .1...rQ
very la rge problems: a
pregnant girl friend he is already married to someone else
----and he's also fighting for the
safety of the passengers in a
-- jetliner damaged by a bomb.
• • •
DOES Dean find a happy solution for both? What do you
• think? But well have to see
the film to find out how he
does it.
The character in the book literally cried out for Dean to
play it, claims producer Ross
Hunter, who previously had a
reputation for making films de•
•
•
signed mostly for glamor gals. **ugh his rote is
serious owe.
"No other star crossed my
MARTIN also realizes he can't
mind -- that of director foul up the fake words
clown around in this film,
'!Fake
e a n laughed. "I swinging a golf club or diaGeorge Seaton. So we sent him
a copy of the novel and bless thought it was real pilot talk-- logue to fit his mood. Almost
his little Italian heart he I looked up all the words." Of all his co-stars are Oscar winbought' the part without seeing course, he was playing the ners. But let's face it, Dean's
Seaton's script," Ross declared. typical Dean Martin role, acting no novice. He's made 28 films
• • •
dumb, yet smartly. We asked so he should know something
BUT what wit! Dean's fans, him if he knew anything about about it. However, he yawned.
his regular TV viewers and fol- flying.
"I don't understand movie ac"Yeah. ' Martin drawled, "I tors who come home and say
lowers of his past filmexploits of
have
some
friengs,
who
own
about
him
frolic
think
fun and
they're tired. What's so tough
fathering the child of an unwed planes and fly them. Also, about acting? You do a scene
whenever
I'm
flying
anywhere,'
mother? What will they think
and if it's not right, you do it
of him in a true character role the pilots always invite me up again."
to
see
what's
going
on
up
-- playing a profession as
As for the myth he yawn
there." We thought it was the through a film, we saw a per"straight" as an airline pilot?
"They'll love it," he puffed a stewardesses who invited him fect example to contradict his
IonsJauff on a cigaret "Besides, Up!
reputation for aloofness. As we
•
•
•
I've 'keen everything else and
chatted in his trailer, an assistthey haven't objected. A cow"YOU KNOW." Dean smiled, ant interrupted to say he was
boy, private eye, and even a "this being a pilot of A big jet finished shooting for the day
night -club singer and a com- Sher isn't ;all 'Over and Out' and that tomorrow's shooting
and 'Roger' jazz And they don't called for him to start with
ic!"
Martin had just come off the move that big wheel back and scene #337.
"OK," smiled Dean, "and I
set where the scene reqdtred- forth like you see in some movhim to put down a smart-asking 1,-; If they priove 'thoseettle guess we'll follow with weer
kid. Martin answered in aero- levers just an 'inch or so [hit 319." We blinked so did the assistant who said
hat's right,
nautic doubletalk that had the Whole pline banks over.- .
We took Martin's Word for it• how'd you know'!"
entire cast and crew laughing
Because he's taking this film
, during rehearsals and holding i I Especially since TWA fur
back -daring --lbekes---Hfr- didn'tIned - heat'witit a senior pilot plenty seriously.
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Sears Best...loaded with deluxe features,

We
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Convenient Gedit Plans

FISHING OUTFIT
CUT $70.00
• 11-ft. 9-in, Aluminum Jon Boat
• 250-lb. cap. Boat Trailer
• 3.6-HP Outboard Motor
Make those fishing trips more enjoyable:.buy now at big savings.
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EUGENE, Ore, UPI -ThepresOLDEST SCOUT RETIRES
ident and founder of the Eugene
Taxpayers Protective Association will be sentenced in Federal
ADULTS 99
WOLLONGONG, Australia UI.1
Court June 25 for understating - Charles Jackson, at 71 the
NEWBORN 8
worMAY 23, 1969
his income on tax returns cover- ld's oldest active Boy
Scout,
ing four consecutive years.
Pee etchings came from the
retired Wectesday night after
museum i n Amsterdam
Charles L. Potter pleaded "no 62 years with the
ADMISSIONS
movement.
elaborate shows are al*,
contest" in U. S. District Court Jackson said he was
resigning
igreas.
In
Portland
that
be
failed
to
r
Mrs.
Jo
Ann
Colley,
FOR SALE
Farmingas commissioner of the south
,
, students still marvel akt
port
income
all
his
for
the
years
ton; Miss Stacy Ballantine, Rte.
PUBLIC HEARING
coast area because "it is time
echniques that Rembrandr
°ENGAGEMENT RING and wedNotice is hereby given by the 1, Mayfield; Master Keith Ray, 1963 through 1966.
I handed over to a vo • •r m "
in the 500 to 600 paintings,
ding band. Call 753-1918 before
Planning Commission for the 202 Willow Dr., Mayfield; Roger
Lira and drawings attribut5:00 p. m. and ask for lfau7.
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
City of Murray, Kentuity, will Joseph, Rte, 2, Kirksey; Robert
him. It is said that he
TEM
FROM JUNE 1st THROUGH JUNE 30th
hold a public hearing at 7:30 Fergerson, Box 211, Murray;
ed the etching needle as it
p.m., June 17, 1969, at the City Mrs. Bessie Coles, 902 Story
tly and as easily as he did
UOMMU &SOON
1961 TWO-BEDROOM mobile
3-Southwestern
Ave., Murray:
Hall.
rush, pen and chalk.
UOMPFJO 0001000
home. New floor, electric beat.
ACROSS
Indian
• • •
The purpose of this meeting
EM MI-10Q
QUM
4-Sea
Phone 753-2388 between May
1-Woodland
nymphs
is to conduct public hearing on
00E1
IMMO 027
DISMISSALS
4.
June
and
30
tendencies
artistic
were
3
J-3-P
deity
5-Puff
HMOO WOOEM BM
proposals to rezone certain areas
5-Direction
during his boyhood in
up
UMIMAN MUM Hood, Kent,
mom (mammon
in the City of Murray, Kentucky,
6-Is ill
Miss Diane Beale, Almo; Wal- 9-Commonplace
!n, The Netherlands. when_
10•Falsif4rs
UUIIri UU00
7-Sodium
*Wayne. Dare andher.
and on a proposed amendment ter J. Baker (Expired), Rte. 2, 12-Seesaw
Pas born July 15, 160N
chloride
- ray Warehousing Corpomion,
LIONUMO9 GOMM
to the zoning ordinance for the Farmington, Claude Lawrence, 13-Apportions
BRAND NEW 12 WIDE 2 BEDROOM MOBILE
studying with his first
8.Jogged
HOME
00 061000 TRIM
Phase mem
City of Murray, Kentucky, as Rte. 2, Kirksey; Miss Melissa 15-Periods of
9-Brief
er, the history artist PieCOMPLETELY FURNISHED AND SET-UP ON YOUR
time
QU0 00000 UkK
11-Remained
LOT
follows.
..astman. he followed his
34c
Holeman, Rte. 4, bawson; Mrs. 16 Dines
erect
UltIO
UOUU OU
1. Resolved that the following Eva Hopkins, Box 18, Hazel; Miss 18-Pedal digit
but later he was influONLY $3395.00-10% Down and Balance Less Than
12'Rip
NM WOO USIDOMU
Rent
15' SWISS 6 with built in depth
14-Stitches
by the strong chie_roscuro
described area in the City of Amry Shipley, 702 Popular St., la-Inquire
0117.31:10
20-Location
17-Devoured
"Be the Prince the little woman thinks
finder, cloth top, speedometer,
I of Tintoretto, CaR,aggio
Murray, Kentucky, be rezoned Murray; Chases! O'Bryan, Rte. gl-Pack
you are and carry her across the
20.Satiate
5
Lunen's, as well as the Ital.one
skis, and ski rope. 80
from R-2 Residential District to 5, Benton; Fannie Dunn, 618 Ellis P, sway
21-Withered
28 Peels
threshold of a beautiful Mobile Home from
36-Secluded
22. 'ate
reats of the 15th century.
H. P. Johnson motor and Dilly
DINKINS-You'll be glad
29-Animal's
R-4
Residential
23-Doom
District.
valley
Dr,,
Murray; Mrs. Norma Boxof
you didl"
coat
37-Epic
trailer. Can be seen at 808 Gu24-Musical
ne of his paintings reflect
scale
30 Female
story
Beginning at a point on the arth, 210 North 8th, Murray: 23-Diminish
instrument
thrie Drive. Sberill Outland
itimate knowledge of the
horses
39
-Expire
right-of-way
east
25-Swiftly
on
16th.
South
14-Listens to
753-3788.
stories which he interprets
31-Encourage
41
Unit
J-3-C
25-Rodents
26-Carpenter's
Street and the south city limits;
33 Equals
of
rough Ai..hurnan approacti7
26-Difficult
NOW
YOU
tools
KNOW
34
Roadside
SPILL something on that new
Latvian
thence east approximately 1052
hows great emotion and
27•Freshet
Lake Hwy. 79 East
27 Stalk
restaurant
currency
rug? Try Blue Lustre and rent
PHONE 642-4891
feet with the city limits to a
cal force in his mythologi29-Journey
Paris, Tennessee
by
United
Press
International
Highway 70 West
forth
a sisampooer for $1.00, Westpoint in the center of the creek;
cenes and subtle colors in
PHONE 296-4909
Waverly, Tennessee
Confederate Memorial Day is 30-Parent
era Auto.
mdscapes.
thence northwesterly direction
OPEN SUNDAY AFTERNOONS 1:00 to
(colloq.)
6:00 P.M.
10
with the meandering of the celebrated in 10 Southern states 32-Bind
ribrandt depicts his moods
BLUE LUSTER will make that
feet east on days other than the trad- 33-Draw
615
point
to
creek
a
:oncerns in his many self12
14
14
new rug look new again. Rent
of the east right-of-way on South itional May 30, generally celewater
aits. Most of his etchings
a shampooer for only $1.00.
from
Street; thence south 297.95 brated as Memorial Day i n
16th.
15
done during the 1640s and
16
Western Auto.
34-Bespatter
REAL RSTATI FOR SALO
J-7-C
650s.
feet to the point of beginn- other states.
35-Silkworm
19
ing.
suffered misfortunes irk
TWO JOHNSON C. B. units ONE, three-bedroom brick
36-Microhe
2. Resolved, that the followcoffin of his wife, &kaki'',
37 Father
One mobile and one base. $75.00 home on the corner of Park
22
3
4
described
the
City
in
us mother, and later his
area
ing
38
Interfere
and $100.00. 1986 Ford F-600 Lane and Catalina Drive, price
If
purple
martins
your
are
ritus. He declared himself
40-Kite
rezonMurray,
Kentucky,
be
6
of
with tank, good condition. 19130 reduced from $21,500.00 to
-upt late in life. His painted from R-2 Residential District favorite birds to watch, install an 42 Craftier
Chevrolet one-ton wrecker. Al- $20,500.00.
27 28
31
and possessions were sueapartment house for them 43'Rants
to R-4 Residential District.
so 13 acres near lake at Aurora ONE, three-bedroom brick at
44'Units
to pay his debts.
outside
Beginning
point
window.
sunny
Eight
the
on
a
at
a
3,2
1835
Catalina Drive with cenwith or without a 10' x 40' moof
east right-of-way on South 16th. or twelve compartment houses
Japanese
tral heat and air, built-in range,
bile home. Phone 474-2230.
currency
north
the
feet
297.95
Street
of
feature
ventilation
air- shaft,
3-4-NC and oven, wall-to-wall carpetpresent south city limits; thence wrap-around 'porch, and bright 45-Heavenly
ing. 120,500.00.
3$
41
FROM WALL TO wall,- no soil
north 105.21 feet to a point on aluminum roof. Available in a
- RAVE - bekuttfiffat all, on carpets cleaned with
the east right-of-way on South green-and-white baked enamel
43
Iota in Plainview Ac16th. Street; thence east 4a9 finish.
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham- ne Subdivision with water and
1-Monstrosity
45
feet, north 85 degrees, 1 minute,
pooer 11. Big K.
J-7-C sewer, curb and gutter, in city
(Trio Manufact_utin, 2-River
islands
20 seconds east to a point; Company, Griggsville,
school district, price ranging
Distr. by Uoitwil Feature Syndicate. Inc. 3
GIBSON AMPLIFER. Excellent from
,
thence south 204.63 feet, south
$2200.00 to $3800.00. No
condition. Phone 753-4882.
11 degrees, 14 minutes east to
down payment, small monthly
J-4-C payments.
a point; thence south 184.92
feet, south 59 degrees, 45 minGOOD USED , electric stove, ALSO beautiful lots in Panoutes, 20 seconds east to a point;
$25.00. Phone 753-7293. 3-5-C rama Shores, nine miles from
thence west 615.56 feet to the
Murray, price ranging from
point of beginning.
HARLEY DAVIDSON "Chopp $750.00 to $2000.00. No down
3. Resolved that „the follower" motorcycle, 1200 cc, motor payment, mall monthly pay.c A biographer, of Thomas A.
ing proposed amendment to the
recently overhauled. Call 753- ments.
b Edison, writing in Edison's
zoning or.' .ce for the City
4820.
3-9-P 97 ACRE FARM eleven miles
lifetime, stated, "Edison in a degree
east of Murray, near Liberty
y, Kentucky, be adoptof M
built upon the work of Dixon's appliBOBBIE BROOKS dresses, sizes Church with a three-bedroom
ances and ideas, all of which Edison
5 and 7 petite. Reasonable house partly finished. Price
Article IV. Zoning Districts
freely acknowledges."
Phone 753-2753.
J-5•C $113,000.00.
Regulations.
The reference was to Joseph Dixon.
8 ACRES 1% miles east of AuSection 41. Residential DisSOFA AND 2 chairs, range,
who had numerous achievements to
rora, Kentucky near the lake,
tricts.
his lasting credit when he died in 1869.
breakfast set and coffee table.
$4,000.00.
Paragraph 4. Conditional Uses
Dixon brought forth in his thirties'
Phone 753-3177.
.14•P FOR ANY of
- Reg. $10.00 Installation
youf Real Estate
In 1-4 Residential District
the graphite crucible whtth revolutionneeds
see
FREEMAN
JOHNSON
Add D. Nursing Homes, Rest
APARTMENT SIZE stove, small
ized metallurgy. Andrew Carnegie
v price. A
Homes, Retirement Homes, Conrhos: Dixon one of the twenty "world
refrigerator, Maytag wringer Realtor, or call 753-2731.
makers" of industrial history.
valescent Homes, Clinics, Day
type washing machine. Phone
even in the
Born into a Marblehead, Mass., clan
Care l*rsing Schools, and Simi753-3450 or see Herman Wick- NICE 2 BEDROOM
home
just
...both fan
of mariners, he was sent to sea in boy
lar Services.
er.
J-5-P 3 blocks from down town, comhood for education in that profession.
Murray Planning Commission
leeded.
1% ACRE LOT AND 10' x 55' pletely remodeled inside and
He was fcund unsuited to it; an imHogancamp
Thomas
B.
Dr.
pediment of speech incapacitated him
trailer. Good well and stock out, new plumbing including
Chairman
Commission
1-T-C
for giving Instant, authoritative combarn. Phone 753-3028.
J-5-C fixtures, electric heat, carpet
throughout, on good lot 85' a
mands to seamen. Joe entered a career
1966 MODEL HONDA. 85 cc mo- 150' zoned for business. „Only
;n mechanics as a teenager with invention of a file-cutting machine, then
torcycle. Like new. Will sell for $9,800. Possession w0-deed.
took up printing and engraving.
$130.00. Phone 753-2771. 3-5-C NICE SHADY LOT in PanoraHe originated a photolithographic
J. DIXON & CO.
• CRUSHED LIMESTONE for ma Shores with' small cabin on
c•so
process and improved camera
:
I
with his
community water system, electdriveways and septic tanks. ric, beat about two blocks
ccIledion-coated
negatives,
focussing
from
Masonary sand. Decorative marmechanism, and lens-finishi
methods.
ter, only $3,250.
vligliglir
As self-taught ink chemist, Dixon
ble landscape chips. Cliff
75 ACRE FARM joining TVA
made counterfeiting more difficult, and
4:00 on Kentucky Lake. Fenced
Garrison, 753-5429 af
for
•
discovered "fast" or run-proof dyes for
p.m.
J-9-C hogs about % good cleaned bot111'‘jAk;i4,..
inexpensive fabrics. Dixon created
YELLOW .r- • • ;A' girl's dress, tom land. Only $8,000. possess"babbit," or non-friction alloy for beara,, size 3, with match- ion.
ings, and a-matrix he devised for type
full 1
was to prove hot-casting typesetting
J-5-C ABOUT 40 ACRES good bottom
at. Call 762-3376.
land about 4 miles West. 27
machines practical.
10' x 52' MONARCH mobile acres in popcorn. 69,000.
'Dixon also opened ways for graphite
home with carpet, washer and 27 ACRES on Highway 121
to be used as a lubricant, stove-polish, •3. Dixon & Co., "Black lead crucible manufactory"
paint pigment and writing instrument;
built in range. Phone 753-7338. near Coldwater, good building
was moved in 1847 front Salem, Mass., to this plant
he was founder of the American pencil at Jersey City, and expanded. Dixon was a resource3-9-C site. Only $6,800.
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
industry,
ful industrialist and merchandiser whose manufacGALLOWAY INSURANCE and
CLARK K1NNAIRD
turing and sales methods were emulated widely.
Real Estate Agency. Phone 753- MALE OR FEMALE, no exper- LOST: Ladies diamond wedding
ience necessary. We will train ring. Call Mrs. Hal Houston,
5842.
3-5-C
lloy US Smogs lird.a Fro..km Sam
FOR ItENT
Distributed by King Feature, SyntW•te
you. Apply between 2 and 4 in 753-6732. Reward.
3-3-C
the afternoon, in person. No
PARKING FACILITIES for
SERVICES OFFERED
phone calls Dori-Castle. TFC
house trailer, New Concord.
Phone 436-2323.
J- -C WILL DO house painting, in8' X 45' TRAILER, Air condit- terior or exterior. By the job
SUMMER JOSS
PSSST, ROGG I N
YER TELLIN' V EXACTLY. THE
or hour. Experienced. Phone
MEAN IN'- 9
KEEP DREAMING
PL-11
ioned, shady lot, private drive.
OPEN THE WINDOW.
437-5581.
ME OUR BOYS
BRASS
BACK
HOME
wHAT'S
We
THAT WE'RE ABOUT To
A
APE
have
several
BLARSTED
jobs
for
Phone 480-3623.
3-4-C
I'M
,
A
SPY
HERE
yA
SENT
FIGURES ltarRE
IDOiN• OUT THERE AT TM/5
men and women 18 and over.
LAUNCH AN ATTACK. BY
DO YOU need a secretary-re- Scholarship
TER PROTECT INVALUABLE HERE
HOUR 0' THE NIGHT C
NICE 2 BEDROOM trailer, 2'4
THE TiME THEY WISE
program for MII•
c.eptianist
combination to re- dents and teachers.
DREAMINd DREAMS,.
miles mouth of Murray. Availp,WE'LL HAVE THEM
lieve you of some of your worTHAT'LL KEEP
able June 6. Phone 7534645.
CONVINCED OF OUR
ries? Good typist, experienced
Learn
how
.a
large
comTHE
ENEMY OFF
J-5-C
PEACAFIA. /N7111770•495.
In payrolls and bookkeeping. pany operates, starting with
BALANCE.
the order department, all the
2 BEDROOM HOUSE, 318 South Have worked in both large and
9th Street. $60.00 per month. small offices. Available immed- way up to management trainJune 9. Call Bob Mil- iately to work in Murray area. ing. ThMe jobs can become
v'ler, 753-3312.
J4P full time after summer.
J-5C Phone 753-7570.

Hospital Report

Ti Shows

HONEYMOON SPECIALS

1

2

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Special Discount To Newly-Weds
LOOK

set

DINKINS MOBILE HOMES

FREE
FLAG
AND HALF PRICE INSTALLATION

9

ommummommOmmuma
ommimmu
01
,11=11111mr
mw0
000.11
.,ovie
lialk
now

_
Ceritenniil Scrapbook 1PPq
Deb*Sack* u u

3'X as

UNE 2-7

sr

40

(ED
3rd SPEED

Wise you sign whir 61,14s*V

Iditioner

S5

MURRAY
CABLEVIS101

105 North Fifth Sheet

NW

"Ask, rather,
what you can
do for your
country."

wutgmil

153-5005

Take stock in America

••••

Abbis 141 Slats

range for
nd intalloabout Sears
t Gedit Plans

OUTFIT
0.00

ium Jon Boat
t Trailer
Motor
ips more en-

big savings.

THREE-BEDROOM duplex. Airconditioned, range and disposal. Available now. Two blocks
from University. Phone 7535909.
J-5-C

-

WILL MOW lawns and other
odd jobs Call 753-6030 TFNC

ROMS

$135.00 and we te dart
Call Merit Inc.
Louisville 1-584-8334

TUTOR elementary o r
FOUR ROOM furnished apart- WILL
ment. Two air conditioners. Pri- high school children. Call 753vate entrance: Water and heat
.furnished. Couples only. Phone
3-5-C
-'•753-3948.
SALESMAN WANTED
10' x 55' AIR conditioned, 2
bedroom trailer. Located at $17,000 commission plus reguHale's Trailer Court. Spot 61. lar cash bonus for full-time
3-6-P man over 40 in Murray, Ky.
area. Take short auto trips to
DUPLEX APARTMENT. Two contact customers. Air mail
bedroom, living room, dining A. P. Pate, Pres., Texas Re.
room, kitchen furnished, cera- finery Corp., Box 711, Fort
3-5-C
mic tile bath and lots of closets Worth, Texas 76101.
ognd storage. Call 753-7208.
J-5-P
AUTOS FOR SALE

OFFICE

ER

WILL DO light hauling and odd
jab work. Phone 433-4482. J-7-P

by R. Van Buren

1983 FORD Fairlane 500, 2 door
hardtop. Call 753-3917 after
J-5-P
5:00 p.m.

Lexington 1-608-255-9321
June-8C

Lil' Abner
WANTED: Orderly, 7:00 a. m.
to 3:00 p m. in convalescent
division. Apply at the Nursing
Office of Murray Calloway Co-unty Hospital.
3-4-C
WANTED, ONE experienced
short order cook. One experienced waitress. We'pay more

than anyone on Kentucky Lake.
Kentucky Lake Lodge Restaurant, Aurora, Ky. 474-2259. .1-5-C

1

AS YOU CAN SEE,CHIEF
-IT'S MERELY A
SUPERFICIAL WOUND-

by Al Capp
ONLY HARM
IT DID WAS
DESTROY
MY MEMORY
OF THE
LAST FEW
DAYS.

1-4 16 RE-INSTATEMENT ON THE
FORCE ISN'T EFFECTI'VE UNTIL
TOMORROW -GO SEND THE

r

BILL To HIM!!

SEPARATE 1-)
CHECKS,EH?

I/0
WANTED TO RENT

WANTEDt Three-bedrown ceaseELECTROLUX SAM & Ser- 1966-two plus two Fastback try home by professor and small
vice, Box 113 Murray, Ky., C. Mustang, 289 motor, first class family. Write Gary Jones, Route
K. fienders. Phone 382-3176, shape. Local car. Phone 489- 5, Box 237, Columbia,' Mo. 65201:
Li tilt Ky
34-C
July8-C 2273.

1
4g

•

It

•
.s
-
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Most University Students
Conservative Says Miller

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

No Injuries

TUP23DAY — JUNZ 3, 1989

Oaks Ladies Day
Lineups Are Listed

President

Rites Held Today
For Murray Warm&

(Continued Penn Page 1)
Ledies day golf will be playThe funeral for Mrs. Mary S.
have become impatien
ed at the Oaks Country Club people
of 1704 Olive Street
Alexander
rage car on the right rear bum- on Wednesday, June 4, with with the democratic process."
was held today at two p.m. at
they
p
persuasion,
"Scoring
per and quarter panel.
Bernice Wallin as golf hostess.
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill
A belief that most Kentucky federation of the CSA plans a
Saturday at 3:10 p.m. another A shot gun tee off will be at fer coercion Awarding them Funeral Home with Rev. Morricollege and university students rogram /or next year in Keathey
call
what
selves with
collision occurred on the Jim nine am.
son C. Galloway and Dr. Samy that will include lectures,
teed toward conservatism makes
higher morality, they try
Adams IGA parking lot.
play
Anyone
who
cannot
uel R. Dodson. Jr., officiating.
litof
distribution
and
the state chairman of the Con- eminars
Involved were • 1984 Chev- should notify the hostess at bully authorities into yielding Pallbearers were Robert Rear,
'demands.'
servative Students of America • ture. Individual campus chaptheir
to
rolet four door hardtop owned 753-4782. Those who would like
Paul Shahan, Alvin Farr*
optimistic about the future of era will also have programs
"On college campuses, they
by H. W. Walker and driven by to play and are not listed will
B. Ford, Russell Terbium, sad"
year.
the
r
the fledgling organization.
Faustifle Farris Walker of Mur- be paired at the tee or call the draw support from faculty mem- David Gowans.
closely
working
be
Adrian L. Miller of Mayfield, "We will
ben who should know better:
ray Route Five, and a 1965 above number.
Graveside services will be
In the larger community, they
11.4wpior at Murray State Univer- ith the Intercollegiate Studies
Oldsmobile four door hardtop
The
pairings
are
as
follows:
held at the Brownsvrood Cann.,
ready
apologists
the
usual
find
sity, admits to glaring apathy I , htte in all our activities,"
driven by Sylvester H. Jackson
No. 1 — Mary Ellen Jones,
tery at Hinsdale, M., on 'Thursand lack of organization by stu- iller said, "including our first
of Route One, Dover, Tenn.
Myrtle Mae Grogan, and Ada to excuse any tactic in the name day. The body was taken to f',1
next
sometime
convention
of 'progress.'
dent conservatives in the past- tale
Police said the Walker car Sue Roberts.
the Abram and Son Funeral
"It should be self-evident that
but he thinks the state of imiteaval April."
was backing out from a parking
No. 2 — Ann Thompson, Kay
Home, Berwyn, ill., after the
He described the Intercollegself-righteous
morthis
sort
of
on American campuses has dicplace and failed to see the Jack- Ray, and Betty Buckingham.
service today.
makwhich
Institute,
iate
Studies
place
in
a
arrogance
has
no
al
tated the necessity for an immedson car going south on the IGA No. 3 — .Reggy Hooks, Chryl
Mrs. Alexander, age 88, died
free community. It denies the
es its national headquarters in
iate about-face.
parking lot.
Daily, and Jennie Crittenden.
Sunday
M the Murray-Callowaw
strictly
He befieves the state feder- Byrn Mawr, Pa,. as "a
No. 4 — Polly Seale, Eleanor most fundamental of all the County Hospital. She was t
Damage to the Walker car D'Anglo, and Virginia Morgan. values we hold: respect for the
ation of the Conservative Studen- educational organisation" which
member of the Order of the
was on the right rear chrome
ts of America can be the rallying avoids political activism, lobbyNo. 5 — Linda White, Lilly rights of others. This principle Eastern Star, the Faith Doran
support
direct
of
mutu.I
respect
is
the
keyand
the
activities
to
Jackman
nd
car on the Johnson, and Norma Robinson.
point for the "voiceless majority ing
Circle of the First United Meeft quarter panel.
No. 8 — Margaret Tidwell, stone of the entire structure of thodist Church, and a former
that is beginning to be stirred of candidates.
Earlier Saturday at 2:18 p.m. Anna Mae Owens, and Edith ordered liberty that makes freeMembers of the CSA are eligby the epidemic of unrest."
member of the Murray Wodom possible."
a collision occurred on t h e Garrison.
His concern that "the entire ible to attend any of four summer
man's Club She was born in
institNixon
also
sought
to
assure
the
lot
of
the
by
parking
Thoroughsponsored
No. 7 — Sue Steele, Ann Cole,
educational structure in this co- schools
Nova Scotia, Canada,
the nation that "insurrection" Halifax,
bred Restaurant.
and Sue McDougal.
untry may be destroyed" ledhim ute and to apply for Richard
was the widow of Vernon
and
would
not
succeed if the authorCars involved were a 1987
No. 8 — Beverly Spann, Marand a small group of his friends Weaver Fellowships, awards maM. Alexander of Riverside, Ill.
Plymouth owned by Wyvan F. ilyn Adkins, and Sheila Grogan. ities used the power at their
Late last year to conceive the de available annually through the
Survivors are her daughter
command.
and
Holland
driven
by
Ruth
No. 9 — Sadie Ragsdale, MarIdea for a statewide organizatioo
Mrs. Richard W. Farrell of Murk
"Force
can
be
contained,"
he
Elm
Holland
of
711
iClayton
shape
garet Greenfield, Pat HumphPlans have already taken
two sons, Vernon C. of
to educate students in the consersaid. "We have the power to ray,
Street, and a 1965 Chevrolet ries, and Maxine Scott.
for the CSA's first lecturer next
vative philosophy.
Palatine,
Ill., and Marion S.
strike back if need be, and to
owned by Dennis Jackson of 305
Alexander of Murray, one sisMost of the boodation work year, Austrian conservative Erik
prevail.
The
nation
has
survived
2nd
Street
driven
by
North
and
Leddihin.
Keuhnelt
ter, Mrs. Blanche S. Mentor,
was done by Millie, Larry R. Ritter, won
Chaeles E. Brandon of 405 car driving up to the restaur- other attempts at insurrection. seven grandchildren, arid two
Ball of Louisville, a Murray Seminars planned include one on
ant.
"We
can
survive
this,"
ne
Street.
Cherry
State senior, and OOPS Stails, cesemunism.
Damage to the Holland car continued. "It has not been a great grandchildren.
Police said Brandon was backA slender, soft-spoken young
Jr., of Lexingioa, a ther
was
to the left rear quarter lack of civil power, but the reing out from a parking place
at the University of Katisety. man, Miller expresses consterpanel, and to the Brandon car luctance of a free people to
and
collided
,with
the
Holland
believes
"We felt a movemeet Wit gir- nation at the attitude be
on the left rear and bumper.
employ it, that so often has
gently needed to counteract the is causing much of the trouble
stayed the hand of authorities
campuses.
on
work of radical anarchist organSTUDENT CONSERVATIVE — Adrian L. Miller of
faced with confrontation."
izations such as the Students for
"Some students seem to think
Mayfield, a junior at Murray State University, is the state
Nixon spoke at General BeaDemocratic Society," Miller sa- they have the right to change
chairman of the Conservative Students of America, a statedle State College — his first
chaos
ys. The recent siege of
wide organization formed earlier this year to educate stuwhatever they believe is wrong
stop on, a trip that will take (Continued Prom Page One)
inspired by these groups on cam- by any means, even if the means
dents in the conservative philosophy. Begun at Murray State,
him fat across the Pacific to
pus throughout the cnuntry has they choose results in an even
the organization now has spread to three other Kentucky
confer on Sunday about the war Republican governor of Kenvindicated our Judgment of a few greater wrong," be said.
with South Vietnam's president, tucky in 24 years, Nunn urged
campuses — Hepkinsville Community College, Pikeville Colmonths ago."
the graduates to "live aggresNguyen Van Thieu.
lege and the University of Kentucky. Miller expects to have
He regards the merits of most
Miller took the reins of the of the issues offered as basis chapters on at least a dozen campuses by the end of the next
The college of some 1,300 sively and boldly."
ICSA after its birth in January for the campus revolution as school year. Lectures, seminars and widespread distribution
"Opportunities are captured
students won an appearance by
and has seen the movement spre- secondary. The real question, of literature are included in the statewide program for next
Nixon by building the library by those who attack," he said,
ad from Murray State to three he believes, is a simple one: year.
"and there were never a n y
for Mundt, an old friend.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
other schools - Hopkineville CoBefore leaving Washington greater opportunities for young
"Are students Justified in thimmunity College, Pikeville Coll- nking they can and should run
Nixon conferred with top diplo- people than there are today.
ege and the University of Ken- the colleges and universities?"
matic, military and intelligence But until you dare to attack,
Plane-Bus Deal
tucky.
advisers about the Vietnam sit- you cannot conquer."
He Minks not. And he thinks Windsor Castle
NEW YORK UPD —An ex"Our purpose now is hard- public and student opinion are Mune Festival
uation and to hear from Secreclusive $88 pass permitting
core organisation on Kentucky In overwhelming agreement with
tary of State William P. Rog- He told the graduates that
LONDON (UPI) - For the travel as often as desired on
ers a detailed report on his they have a responsibility ia
campuses to make the contacts his viewpoint, "if the majority first time a music festival is to be scheduled coaches of Europathat will enable us to become will speak its mind."
just-completed
globe-girdling share themselves — their talheld in Windsor Castle, part-time bus, a network of international
ents, energy, concern and deditrip.
certified and recognized by schhome of the British Royal Fam- bus lines created by European
cation.
ool administrations," he explaiNlenuhin
is
Yehudi
railways,
is
ily.
Virtuoso
available
to
AmeriPARIS (UPI) - The $190
ft,
cans flying to Europe oft- KU&
ns.
"From this point, the world
million
Paris-Nord
Airport. in charge of arrangements for
Royal
Dutch Airlines this sumEmphasis on recruiting mem- scheduled to open in
17scheduled
Sept.
festival,
the
will
no
longer
view
you
as
stu1973, will
Norwegian Road
mer. The KLM Eurobus
bers Will begin next fall, accord- have an express
dents, but as active participants
subway line con- 27 in the Waterloo Chamber and enabling vacationers to _travel
Traffic 14 ing to Miller, and by the end
famous
charged with the responsibility
necting it to the Paris metro St. George's Hall of the
the
route
they
choose
at
the
OSLO
(UPI)
—
Traffic
on
of the next school year, he exof improving all mankind.
system. Departing and arriving castle. Menuhin's son attends pace they choose, is valid for 21
Norwegian roads increased 8 per
pects to have chapters cm at
"Only by sharing," he conpassengers should be able to Eton College close by. Details of days and covers all of the concent in 1968. The figure corre cluded, "can you be worthy of
Least a dozen campuses.
nuke the 12.5 mile trip from the musical works to be played will tinent except the Iberian Pensponds with the average yearly all the sacrifices made in your
Affiliated with the Intercolleginsula and Greece.
center of the city to the airport be announced later, he said.
increase in traffic since 1965.
iate Studies Institute, the state
behalf."
in leas than 20 minutes.
(C.oritinuird Preen Page
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